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Abstract
In this paper we lay the semantic basis for a quantitative security analysis of probabilistic systems
by introducing notions of approximate conﬁnement based on various process equivalences.We re-cast
the operational semantics classically expressed via probabilistic transition systems (PTS) in terms of
linear operators andwepresent a technique for deﬁning approximate semantics as probabilistic abstract
interpretations of the PTS semantics. An operator norm is then used to quantify this approximation.
This provides a quantitative measure ε of the indistinguishability of two processes and therefore of
their conﬁnement. In this security setting a statistical interpretation is then given of the quantity ε
which relates it to the number of tests needed to breach the security of the system.
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1. Introduction
Since the early 1970s, when it was ﬁrst raised byLampson [43], the problemof preventing
a program P from leaking private information to unauthorised users (also known as the con-
ﬁnement problem) has been extensively studied and various approaches have been proposed
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for its solution.After the introduction in the 1980s of the seminal notion of non-interference
by Goguen and Meseguer [31], and in the 1990s of probabilistic non-interference by Gray
[32], most of the work on conﬁnement has been based on models which exploit the non-
interference-based formalisation of the problem: since (probabilistic) interference can be
exploited by a Trojan horse to reliably leak high information to unauthorised users, the
absence of any illegal information ﬂow will guarantee the perfect conﬁnement of a system.
Such models ultimately depend on some notion of process equivalence by identifying the
absence of information ﬂow between two processes via the indistinguishability of their
behaviours [59]. As already noticed in [32] these models aim to achieve perfect security.
This is in practice hardly achievable [58]. The deﬁnition of the conﬁnement property can
be made more usable (i.e. systems are more likely to satisfy the deﬁnition) by weakening it
so as to allow for a quantiﬁable amount of interference. This also allows system developers
to formally quantify the security of the system, e.g. to precisely determine the capacity of
(probabilistic) covert channels. They are then able to trade off the security of the system
with other design goals such as performance, reliability or costs [13].
We have previously studied conﬁnement properties in the setting of a simple probabilistic
programming language [52,53,55]. The main contribution of this earlier work has been the
development of a notion of approximate conﬁnement which allows for the leakage of a
certain amount ε of information. Such a quantity gives a measure of how hard an attacker
has towork in order to breach security. The process equivalencewe have based our deﬁnition
on considers I/O observables. Moreover, this deﬁnition refers to special kinds of attackers
which can be external or internal and are equipped with a speciﬁc limited power.
In this paper we present a signiﬁcant generalisation: we cast our work in the context
of probabilistic transition systems [39]. These systems are probabilistic extensions of la-
belled transition systems which represent a well-established semantics for concurrent and
distributed systems. Various models have been proposed in the literature which differ in
the way probability is introduced in the underlying non-deterministic model. In the most
simple extension probabilistic branching completely replaces non-deterministic branching,
although transition probability distributions may depend on the occurrences of actions in
different ways. In [29] these different ways are classiﬁed in three alternative models called
respectively ‘reactive’, ‘generative’ and ‘stratiﬁed’. In other probabilistic extensions some
form of non-determinism is allowed in order to represent under-speciﬁcation [36,38,61,65].
Non-determinism can be useful for specifying the behaviour of concurrent processes, i.e.
for expressing the different interleavings in the parallel execution of concurrent proba-
bilistic processes; for this reason the models of probabilistic transition systems including
non-determinism are often called concurrent probabilistic systems [4].
We will adopt the purely probabilistic model concentrating in particular on the reactive
and the generative variants. The basic difference between these two variants is that while
in the reactive systems, ﬁrst introduced by Larsen and Skou in [44], each action determines
a probability distribution on the states reachable on that action, in the generative systems
probability distributions are deﬁned on pairs of actions and states, thus implicitly assigning
probabilities also to the occurrences of actions. In this context we will consider bisimulation
and weak bisimulation as the basic process equivalences for deﬁning conﬁnement both in
its exact and approximate versions. The notion of probabilistic bisimulation we will adopt
is the one introduced by Larsen and Skou in [44] for reactive systems. This is elegantly
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characterised by means of a testing language so that two states are probabilistic bisimilar
if and only if they react with the same probability distribution to each test. By interpreting
tests as possible attackers, this notion immediately translates into a deﬁnition of conﬁne-
ment for probabilistic systems. In fact, two processes which are probabilistic bisimilar are
indistinguishable under any attack (or test). These tests are formalised in [44] as processes
in a generic language, called a testing language, and can be used to represent different
kinds of attacks. In particular, for generative systems these tests are passive as they do not
determine the probabilistic behaviour of the system. Thus, the deﬁnition of conﬁnement
induced by probabilistic bisimulation generalises the deﬁnitions introduced in our previous
work where we consider a probabilistic language with a generative semantics and restrict
to a particular kind of spies, namely passive and memoryless spies [51,52].
One main result of this paper is the introduction of a characterisation of probabilistic
bisimulation equivalence via probabilistic abstract interpretation [56,57]. This translates
into the probabilistic setting a result that was already established in the classical setting
by Schmidt [60]. Our characterisation is obtained via the representation of a probabilistic
transition system by means of a linear operator. The equivalence between two systems is
then established by the existence of certain linear transformations (abstractions). In the
bisimulation semantics, such abstractions result in a “lumped” process [41]; in fact, as
pointed out by [63], Larsen and Skou’s notion of probabilistic bisimulation is a recasting
of Kemeny and Snell’s lumpability condition. The use of linear operators to represent
relations provides us with a means to deﬁne a notion of distance via an appropriate operator
norm. In particular, we will use the operators representing probabilistic bisimulation to
deﬁne a quantity ε which measures “how much” two processes are not bisimilar. We also
show how these same notions can be used to capture weak probabilistic bisimulation and its
approximate variant. Our deﬁnition of weak bisimulation for probabilistic systems is similar
to the one introduced in [4] for generative systems. Because of the presence of  actions,
a straightforward application of the technique we use for probabilistic bisimulation is non-
trivial for weak bisimulation. In particular, the linear operator representing the abstracted
system must be deﬁned so as to take into account possible looping on -transitions.
Computing an ε measure can be computationally expensive, if not infeasible; thus we
show how to establish a bound for ε which is easy to compute. Finally, we give a statistical
interpretation of εwhich, in the setting of security, allows us to relate the level of conﬁnement
to the number of tests a spy has to perform in order to breach the system.
2. Probabilistic transition systems
In this paper we will consider probabilistic transition systems (PTS), that is labelled
transition systems with a probabilistic branching.
Given a set S, we call a function  : S → [0, 1] a probability distribution on S iff∑
s∈S (s) = 1.We call the function  a sub-probability distribution iff
∑
s∈S (s)1.We
denote by Dist(S) and SDist(S) the set of all probability and sub-probability distributions
on S, respectively. Given an equivalence relation ∼ on a ﬁnite set S and a distribution 
on S, the lifting of  to the set of equivalence classes of ∼ in S, S/∼, is deﬁned for each
equivalence class [s] ∈ S/∼ by: ([s]) =
∑
s′∈[s] (s′). It is straightforward to show that
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Fig. 1. A reactive probabilistic transition system.
this is indeed a distribution on S/∼ (e.g. [39, Deﬁnition 1, Theorem 1]). Analogously, we
can show that if  is a sub-probability distribution on S then its lifting is a sub-probability
distribution on S/∼.
We recall the deﬁnition of a PTS as given in [39, Deﬁnition 2].
Deﬁnition 1. A probabilistic transition system is a tuple (S,A,−→,0), where:
• S is a non-empty, countable set of states,
• A is a non-empty, ﬁnite set of actions,
• −→ ⊆ S × A× Dist(S) is a transition relation, and
• 0 ∈ Dist(S) is an initial distribution on S.
For s ∈ S,  ∈ A and  ∈ Dist(S) we write s −→  for (s, ,) ∈ −→. By s p:−→ t we
denote the transition to individual states t with probability p = (t), on action .
The above deﬁnition of a PTS is very general and allows for purely probabilistic models
where each transition is assigned a probability (as in e.g. [14,29,44]) aswell asmodelswhere
both non-deterministic and probabilistic branching are present (as in e.g. [36,38,61,65]).
We will consider in this paper two particular variants of this deﬁnition which correspond
to the reactive and generative models in [29]. In reactive systems each action determines a
probability distribution and for each state s and action  only one distribution is possible, i.e.
if s −→ 1 and s −→ 2 then 1 = 2. In the generative systems distributions implicitly
assign a probability also to the occurrences of actions. Formally we can deﬁne the reactive
and generative model as a particular case of Deﬁnition 1 where the transition relation is a
partial function from the set of states into Dist(A× S), and from the set of the pairs (state,
action) intoDist(S), respectively. More formally, we will consider the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2. A reactive system is a PTS (S,A,−→,0), where the transition relation is a
partial function −→: S × A ↪→ Dist(S).
A generative system is a PTS (S,A,−→,0), where the transition relation is a partial
function −→: S ↪→ Dist(S × A).
An example of a reactive PTS is depicted in Fig. 1. The environment provides three
possible actions a, b and c. Once an action has been chosen (or in the terminology of [45],
the experiment of pressing the associated button succeeds) the process makes an internal
state transition according to the probability distribution associated to that action.
For generative systems, the same probability distribution is used to govern both the choice
of the action and the (internal) state transition. This model, also called fully probabilistic in
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Fig. 2. A generative probabilistic transition system.
[4], ismore concrete than the reactivemodel as all choices are now resolved probabilistically.
In Fig. 2 we give an example of a generative PTS. Here it is the process which decides
according to a given probability which of the actions a, b and c provided by the environment
it will react to.
Note that the fact that in Deﬁnition 2 transition relations are partial functions is due to
the presence of terminal states, i.e. states where no transitions are possible for any actions.
While reactive systems are similar in their structure toMarkovDecision Processes wherewe
abstract from the reward function [26], generative systems are effectively discrete Markov
chains labelled with actions. This will be made more clear in Section 3.4 where we will
introduce linear representations of PTS.
3. Operator representation of quantitative relations
In order to provide an appropriate mathematical framework for the quantitative study of
non-interference and conﬁdentiality for probabilistic processes we will recast the common
relational presentation of probabilistic transition systems in terms of linear maps and oper-
ators. To this purpose we ﬁrst introduce quantitative relations and present a general way to
represent them via linear operators; then we instantiate this method to the particular case of
transition relations which are binary, quantitative relations −→ ⊆ S ×W× S on the set S
of the program states, and with “weights” taken from some appropriate set (ring, ﬁeld, etc.)
W.
In the case where S is ﬁnite the framework we will consider is essentially algebraic as
linear operators onﬁnite dimensional spaces are canonically represented by (ﬁnite)matrices.
This simple ﬁnite setting is sufﬁcient for the treatment of terminating processes and covers
also the case of processes with inﬁnite execution paths as long as only ﬁnitely many states
are involved. In the more general case where S is countably inﬁnite we will need to develop
additional topological notions which go beyond basic linear algebra and require the use of
functional analytical and operator algebraic methods.
3.1. Quantitative relations
Transition relations and probabilistic transition relations are special kinds of quantitative
relations. As already mentioned, we will consider in this paper at most countable state
spaces.
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Deﬁnition 3. Given a countable set X and a setW, a quantitative relation R over X with
weights inW is a subset R ⊆ X ×W×X.
For numerical weights—i.e. forW being a ring, ﬁeld, etc.—we can interpret R ⊆ X ×
W× X as a function R ⊆ X × X →W by adding all the weights associated to the same
pair (x, y) ∈ X ×X, i.e.
R(x, y) = ∑
(x,w,y)∈R
w.
Classical or qualitative relations are quantitative relations withW = {0, 1} and R(x, y) ∈
{0, 1}. A probabilistic relation on a set X is a subsetR ⊆ X×[0, 1]×X such that p(x) = 1
for all x ∈ X, where
p(x) =∑{p | (x, p, y) ∈ R and y ∈ X} = ∑
y∈X
R(x, y).
In the case of p(x)1, R will be called a sub-probabilistic relation.
3.2. Linear maps and operators
The idea of representing quantitative relations, and in particular transition relations, as
matrices is quite straightforward. By amatrixwe simplymean a (possible countably inﬁnite)
rectangular arrangement of weights (see e.g. [33, Deﬁnition 3.1.]). We associate to each
classical relation R ⊆ X ×X a 0/1-matrix deﬁned by
(MR)xy =
{
1 iff (x, y) ∈ R,
0 otherwise,
where x, y ∈ X, and (MR)xy denotes the entry in column x and row y in the matrix MR .
Analogously, the matrix representing a quantitative relation R ⊆ X×W×X is deﬁned by
(MR)xy =
{
p iff R(x, y) = p,
0 otherwise.
For probabilistic (sub-probabilistic) relations we obtain a so-called stochastic
(sub-stochastic) matrix, that is a positive matrix where the entries in each row sum up
to one (are less than or equal to one).
It is well known from basic linear algebra that matrices are not just schemes for writing
down weights but also a way to specify linear maps between vector spaces.
Our aim is to investigate the properties of quantitative (transition) relations via their
associated linear maps and operators.A similar approach towards analysing the structure of
(ﬁnite and inﬁnite) graphs is at the center of so-called algebraic graph theory, e.g. [7,46,68].
In order to achieve this we introduce an appropriate vector space construction:
Deﬁnition 4. The vector spaceV(X) over a setX is the space of formal linear combinations
of elements in X with coefﬁcients in a ﬁeldW; we can represent the elements in V(X) as
inﬁnite vectors with coefﬁcients inW and indexed by X:
V(X) = {(vx)x∈X | vx ∈W}.
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We will assume in our treatment a very general set of weights, namely the complex
numbers. This allows us to embed other weight sets of interest in a single general structure,
as {0, 1} ⊆ [0, 1] ⊆ R ⊆ C. The use ofC as “the ﬁeld” is also standard practice in operator
theory as it avoids various technical problems (e.g. related to the roots of polynomials).
Clearly, V(X) has indeed the algebraic structure of a vector space; multiplication with a
scalar c ∈ C and vector addition can be deﬁned component-wise simply by:
c(vx)x∈X = (cvx)x∈X and (vx)x∈X + (wx)x∈X = (vx + wx)x∈X,
while the zero vector o is given by ox = 0 for all x ∈ X. Every (sub-probability) distribution
corresponds to a vector in V(S).
For ﬁnite sets X of cardinality n, the representation of quantitative relations on X as linear
operators on V(X) is straightforward since V(X) is isomorphic to the n-dimensional vector
space Cn. The matrix representation MR of a relation R on X deﬁnes a linear operator on
V(X) which, by abuse of notation, we also denote by MR : V(X) → V(X) and which is
deﬁned via
(MR ((vx)x∈X))y∈X =
( ∑
x∈X
vx(MR)xy
)
y∈X
.
The application of MR to a vector v = (vx)x∈X ∈ V(X) is thus simply implemented by
vector/matrix multiplication. It is easy to see that this indeed deﬁnes a linear operator on
V(X), i.e. MR(v + w) = MR(v) +MR(w), and MR(cv) = cMR(v) for all c ∈ C and
w, v ∈ V(X). We denote the set of all linear maps between two vector spaces V and W
by L(V,W) and the set of linear operators on V by L(V) = L(V,V). Note that L(V)
is itself again a vector space with (cM)(v) = cM(v) and (M + N)(v) = M(v) + N(v).
We write MR(v) for the application of MR to v, but vMR when we consider the matrix
multiplication which implements this application. Similarly, function composition of linear
maps can be implemented by (reverse) matrix multiplication: given two linear mapsM and
N their compositionM ◦ N is represented by the matrix we obtain as the product NM.
In the case of ﬁnite sets X, i.e. for ﬁnite dimensional vector spaces V(X), there is in fact a
one-to-one correspondence between matrices and linear maps, e.g. [33, 3.2]. Furthermore,
the ﬁnite dimensional case also leads to a unique topological structure [33, 1.22] and every
linear map/operator is automatically continuous.
For countably inﬁnite sets, however, the situation is more complicated. It is no problem
to utilise an inﬁnite countable matrix in order to deﬁne a map in the same way as in the ﬁnite
case. However, for a general inﬁnite matrix we have no guarantee that
∑
x∈X vx(MR)xy
exists. As an example, for vx = 1 and (MR)xy = 1 for all natural numbers x, y ∈ N, then
this results in an inﬁnite vector w with wx = ∞ for all x ∈ N.
Furthermore, even if we restrict ourselves to only those relations for which their matrix
representation results in a well-deﬁned linear map we still have the problem that the algebra
of inﬁnite matrices which we obtain this way is topologically “unstable”. This algebra has
no universal topological structure (like in the ﬁnite dimensional case) and the notions of
linearity and continuity do not coincide. It is therefore difﬁcult to deﬁne the limit of a
sequence of inﬁnite matrices in a general way.
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To overcome these problems, we will restrict our attention to relations which can be
represented concretely as so-called bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space or, in other
words, correspond to elements of a C∗-algebra. From a topological viewpoint C∗-algebras
are particularly well behaved operator algebras. The algebraic structure of a C∗-algebra
allows for exactly one (norm) topology [47, Corollary 2.1.2], and thus offers in some sense
the same advantages as the linear algebra of ﬁnite dimensional matrices.
3.3. Some operator theory
We assume in the following a basic knowledge of concepts in functional analysis and
operator theory, as one can ﬁnd for example in [15,27,47,69].
To simplify our treatment we consider only complex vector spaces and algebras, i.e. we
assume, as before, that the base ﬁeld is C. We denote by . the complex conjugation in C,
i.e. x + iy = x − iy.
3.3.1. Normed vector spaces
The notion of norm is essential for our treatment of the countable case and therefore we
recall here the basic deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 5. A norm on a vector space V is a map ‖.‖ : V → R such that for all v,w ∈ V
and c ∈ C:
(i) ‖v‖0 ,
(ii) ‖v‖ = 0⇔ v = o,
(iii) ‖cv‖ = |c|‖v‖,
(iv) ‖v + w‖‖v‖ + ‖w‖,
with o ∈ V the zero vector.
We can always use a norm to deﬁne a metric topology on a vector space via the distance
function d(v,w) = ‖v − w‖.
Deﬁnition 6. Given a normed vector space V the operator norm for linear operators M :
V → V on V is deﬁned by
‖M‖ = sup
v∈V
‖M(v)‖
‖v‖ = sup‖v‖=1 ‖M(v)‖.
The operator norm, if deﬁned, is indeed a norm on L(V) and depends on the particular
vector norm ‖.‖. Common examples of (vector) norms are:
1-norm or taxi cab-norm: ‖(vi)i‖1 =∑
i
|vi |,
2-norm or Euclidian norm: ‖(vi)i‖2 =
√∑
i
|vi |2,
∞-norm or supremum-norm: ‖(vi)i‖∞ = sup
i
|vi |.
In the case of ﬁnite dimensional vector spaces—although in general resulting in numerically
different values, all these norms induce equivalent topologies, i.e. convergence in one norm
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implies convergence in any of the others. However, for inﬁnite dimensional vector spaces
this is not any more the case.
3.3.2. Bounded operators on Hilbert spaces
In order to deal with “well-behaved” relations on countable inﬁnite spaces we ﬁrst deﬁne
a restricted vector space on X.
Deﬁnition 7. The Hilbert space 2(X) over a countable set X is the space of formal linear
combinations of elements in X with coefﬁcients in C which we can represent as inﬁnite
vectors with complex coefﬁcients and indexed by elements in X such that:
2(X) =
{
(vx)x∈X | vx ∈ C and ∑
x∈X
|vx |2 <∞
}
.
Clearly, 2(X) ⊆ V(X) and scalar multiplication and vector addition can be deﬁned in
the same way as for V(X). In the ﬁnite dimensional case we can identify V(X)2(X).
Furthermore, the standard inner product 〈., .〉 : 2(X)× 2(X)→ C deﬁned by
〈(vx)x∈X, (wx)x∈X〉 = ∑
x∈X
vxwx
can be used to deﬁne the standard norm on 2, that is the Euclidian norm, as ‖v‖2 = √〈v, v〉.
Well-known results show that this is indeed a norm, and that the induced metric topology
is complete, i.e. all Cauchy sequences converge. Furthermore, one can show that every
separable Hilbert space H is isomorphic to the “standard” Hilbert space 2 = 2(N), see
e.g. [40, Corollary 2.2.13].
The second element of ourmodel of “well-behaved” relations on countable inﬁnite spaces
is a restriction to a particular class of linear operators.
Deﬁnition 8. A linear operatorM ∈ L(H) on a Hilbert spaceH is said to be bounded if its
operator norm is bounded, i.e. if ‖M‖ <∞. We denote by B(H) the set of bounded linear
operators onH.
Obviously we have B(H) ⊆ L(H) and that B(H) is a vector space, i.e. the vector space
operations inherited from L(H) do not lead out of B(H). Furthermore, we can deﬁne an
algebra product between elements in B(H) as the function composition.
It is straightforward to show that a linear operator M on H is continuous if and only if
it is bounded, e.g. [15, Proposition 1.1]. This means that as in the ﬁnite dimensional case
linearity and continuity coincide for operators in B(H).
3.3.3. C∗-Algebras
In the following we will utilise operators in B(2(X)) as our model of “well-behaved”
quantitative relations on a countable inﬁnite space X. The domain B(2(X)) is important
as it provides the standard example of a so-called C∗-algebra. We recall some of the basic
deﬁnitions and results from the theory of C∗-algebras.
An algebra is a vector space A together with a map A×A→ A denoted by (a, b) →
a · b = ab, which is bi-linear—i.e. a(b) = ab, (za)b = zab for z ∈ C, and (a + b)c =
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ac + ab, a(b + c) = ab + ac—such that a(bc) = (ab)c. An algebra with a norm (as
a vector space) which is also sub-multiplicative, i.e. ‖ab‖‖a‖‖b‖, is called a normed
algebra. A normed algebra which is complete is called a Banach algebra. An involutive
algebra or a *-algebra is an algebra A together with a conjugate-linear—i.e. (za)∗ = za∗
for z ∈ C, and (a + b)∗ = a∗ + b∗—map A → A denoted by a → a∗, such that a∗∗ = a
and (ab)∗ = b∗a∗. A Banach *-algebra is a complete, normed, involutive algebra such that
‖a∗‖ = ‖a‖. A C∗-algebra is then deﬁned as follows, e.g. [47, p. 36].
Deﬁnition 9. A C∗-algebra is a Banach *-algebra such that:
‖a∗a‖ = ‖a‖2.
A simple example of a C∗-algebra is the setM(n) of complex, ﬁnite dimensional n× n
matrices. The scalar multiplication, addition and algebra product are the usual ones for
matrices. The unique C∗-norm of a ∈ Mn is given by the square root of the spectral
radius—i.e. the largest eigenvalue—of a∗a: ‖a‖2 = (a∗a).
Other examples of C∗-algebras include C the complex numbers, C(X) the algebra of
continuous functions on a compact space Xwith pointwise operations andB(H) the algebra
of bounded linear operators on Hilbert spaces H. In fact C∗-algebras are all isomorphic to
a sub-algebra of B(H) (e.g. [27, Theorems 2.2.1, 5.4.1]).
Proposition 10 (Gelfand–Naimark). Any C∗-algebra is isometrically *-isomorphic to a
C∗-subalgebra of some B(H), i.e. C∗-algebra of bounded, linear operators on a Hilbert
spaceH. If the C∗-algebra is separable thenH can be taken to be separable.
All inﬁnite dimensional, separable C∗-algebras can therefore be represented as C∗-
subalgebras of B(2). It is common to distinguish between abstract C∗-algebras which
we denote by A, B, etc. with elements a, b, . . . ∈ A and concrete C∗-algebras, i.e. C∗-
algebras which are given as C∗-subalgebras of some B(H) and whose elements are linear
bounded operators denoted by A,B, . . . ∈ B(H).
TheC∗-algebraic setting allows the investigation of properties of linear operators indepen-
dently of their concrete representation. For example, one can use an abstract characterisation
to deﬁne certain types of operators, such as an (orthogonal) projection operator P which
has to fulﬁll the conditions P2 = P and P∗ = P.
Although C∗-algebras have a unique C∗-norm, there are several important (in the inﬁnite
dimensional case non-equivalent) topologies on the concrete C∗-algebra B(2), e.g. [20,
Section I.6], in particular:
norm or uniform topology: a sequence (An)n inB(2) converges uniformly if there exists
an operator A ∈ B(2) such that limn→∞ ‖An − A‖ = 0.
strong operator topology: a sequence (An)n in B(2) converges strongly if there exists
an A ∈ B(2) such that for all x ∈ 2: limn→∞ ‖Anx − Ax‖ = 0.
We write limAn for the uniform limit and s-limAn for the strong limit. The strong
operator topology is weaker than the uniform or norm topology, i.e. convergence in the
norm implies convergence in the strong topology but not vice versa.
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3.4. Representation of probabilistic transition systems
We now return to the issue of how we will represent probabilistic transition systems on
at most countably inﬁnite state spaces.
Our aim is to establish whether transition relations for generative and reactive PTS’s
are “well-behaved”, i.e. if they are represented by bounded linear operators on 2(S). We
will not address the general problem of when a transition relation can be represented by a
bounded operator but only aim to establish a simple criterion which guarantees that a given
transition relation corresponds to an operator in B(2(S)).
Deﬁnition 2 implies that for both generative and reactive PTS if we ﬁx a  ∈ A the
relation −→ is a partial function S ↪→ SDist(S). In particular, while for reactive sys-
tems this function always results in a distribution whenever is deﬁned, for generative
systems it gives in general a sub-probability distribution. We now show that for PTS
satisfying a certain condition, relations −→ can be represented by bounded linear
operators.
For a state s in a generative or reactive PTS (S,A,−→,0) we denote by out-deg(s) the
number of successors of s, i.e. the cardinality of the set:
{t ∈ S | ∃ ∈ A and p = 0 : s p:−→ t}
and by in-deg(s) the number of predecessors of s, i.e. the cardinality of the set:
{t ∈ S | ∃ ∈ A and p = 0 : t p:−→ s}.
Proposition 11. Let S be a countable set and −→: S ↪→ SDist(S) such that sups∈S
in-deg(s) < ∞ and sups∈S out-deg(s) < ∞. Then the matrix M−→ deﬁnes a bounded
linear operatorM(−→) ∈ B(2(S)).
Proof. In the following we will denote M−→ by M. We show that for all v = (vs)s∈S ∈
2(S)) such that ‖v‖2 = 1, we have ‖M(v)‖2 <∞. We have that
‖M(v)‖22 =
∞∑
j=1
( ∞∑
i=1
Mij vi
)2
.
Let m = sups∈S in-deg(s) and n = sups∈S out-deg(s). This means that in each column i of
M there are at mostm(i)m non-zero entriesMf1(i)i ,Mf2(i)i , . . . ,Mfm(i)i . The functions
f1, . . . , fm are functions picking out the non-zero entries in each column i in decreasing
order, i.e. we assume that vf1(i)vf2(i) · · · vfm(i)(i). SinceMij1 for all i, j , we get
‖M(v)‖22 =
∞∑
j=1
(
m(j)∑
i=1
Mfi(j)j vfi(j)
)2

∞∑
j=1
(
m(j)∑
i=1
vfi(j)
)2

∞∑
j=1
(mvf1(j))
2.
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Since sups∈S out-deg = n <∞, we have that for every row k the number of i’s such that
f1(i) = k cannot be greater than n. We therefore have
‖M(v)‖22m2
∞∑
j=1
v2f1(j)m
2n
∞∑
k=1
v2k = nm2‖v‖22
Therefore, ‖M‖2 = sup‖v‖2=1 ‖M(v)‖2nm2 <∞. 
This result is closely related to a well-known theorem regarding the so-called adjacency
operator in the algebraic theory of non-oriented inﬁnite graphs, e.g. [46, Theorem 3.1] or
[68].
Note that the condition in Proposition 11 is indeed only a sufﬁcient condition. There are
simple inﬁnitely branching PTS’s which also give rise to bounded linear operators on 2(S),
for example:
For computational purposes, inﬁnite dimensional matrices, even when they represent a
bounded linear operator inB(2(S)) are anything but easy to handle. However, it is possible
to deﬁne an approximating sequence for an operatorM ∈ B(2(S)) as a sequence of ﬁnite
dimensional approximations.
Given an operator M ∈ B(2), consider a sequence of (orthogonal) projections Pn :
2 → 2 onto the ﬁrst n coordinates of 2, that is operators such that P2n = Pn = P∗n. We
call Mn = PnMPn a ﬁnite section of M. It corresponds effectively to taking the n × n
sub-matrix in the upper left corner of the matrix representing M. The sequence (Mn)n is
an approximating sequence for M in the sense that M is the strong limit of this sequence,
i.e. M = s-limMn = s-limn→∞ PnMPn (see e.g. [9, Section 2.1]. This so called ﬁnite
section method plays an important role in the numerical analysis of general operators. We
will adopt this method in the case of PTS’s with countable inﬁnite state spaces.
Knowing that we can represent the partial transition relations −→ of generative and
reactive PTS by bounded linear operators on 2(S) we can now deﬁne the representation of
a PTS.
Deﬁnition 12. Given a (generative or reactive) PTS p = (S,A,−→,0), we deﬁne its
matrix or operator representation (M(X),M(0)) as the direct sum of the operator repre-
sentations of the transition relations −→ for each  ∈ A:
M(p) = ⊕
∈A
M( −→),
and |A| copies of the vector 0 representing 0:M(0) =⊕∈A 0.
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We recall that for a set {Mi}ki=1 of ni ×mi matrices, the direct sum of these matrices is
deﬁned by the (
∑k
i=1 ni)× (
∑k
i=1mi) matrix:
M =⊕
i
Mi =


M1 0 0 . . . 0
0 M2 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . Mk

 .
This deﬁnition extends in the obvious way to countable inﬁnite matrices, and it is the
case that if the Mi represent bounded linear operators on some space 2(Si) then
⊕
i Mi
represents a bounded linear operator on 2(S1 × S2 × · · · Sk).
Given a PTS p = (S,A,−→,0) and a state s ∈ S, we denote by Rs ⊆ S the set of all
states reachable from s, by T (s) the transition system induced on the restricted state space
Rs , and byM(s) the matrix representation of T (s).
3.4.1. Examples
Example 13. Consider the simple ﬁnite PTS A in Fig. 3. The matrix representation of this
PTS is given by
M(A) =Ma(A)⊕Mb(A) =
(
0 12
0 0
)
⊕
( 1
2 0
0 0
)
.
Example 14. We can also represent an inﬁnite PTS as a bounded linear operator. Consider
for example the PTSB in Fig. 3. This inﬁnite process requires an inﬁnite dimensionalmatrix,
i.e. an operator, to describe it. Utilising the ﬁnite section method we can approximate this
Fig. 3. Two probabilistic transition system.
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operator via a sequence of ﬁnite dimensional operators, i.e. matrices inM(2n) of the form:
(
M2na (B)
)
ij
=


1/2 for i = 2k − 1 ∧ j = 2k,
with k = 1 . . . n,
0 otherwise,
(
M2nb (B)
)
ij
=


1/2 for i = 2k − 1 ∧ j = 2k + 1,
with k = 1 . . . n− 1 and,
for i = 2n− 1 ∧ j = 2n− 1,
0 otherwise.
Then we can represent the inﬁnite PTS B by the strong limit of this sequence,
M(B) = s- lim
n→∞(M
2n
a (B)⊕M2nb (B)).
3.4.2. Properties of PTS representations
We recall that a matrix is called stochastic if the elements of every row sum up to 1; it is
called sub-stochastic if this sum is less than or equal to 1.
The matrix representation of reactive systems will always lead to a direct sum of a special
kind of sub-stochastic matrices. More precisely, for every action  the corresponding factor
M in the direct sum is such that the sum on the sth row is 1 if the state s is not terminal
and 0 otherwise.
For generative systems the factors in the direct sum
⊕
M are sub-stochastic matrices.
However, as one intuitively expects, the sum of all factors always results in a matrix
∑
M
which is stochastic but for the terminal states. This is due to the fact that the combined
probabilities for all actions leaving a non-terminal state s deﬁne a distribution inDist(A×S)
which corresponds to the sth row in
∑
M.
Consider the simple generative process in Example 13. The sum
Ma(A)+Mb(A) =
(
0 12
0 0
)
+
( 1
2 0
0 0
)
=
( 1
2
1
2
0 0
)
is not row-normalised in the second row, corresponding to the terminal state 2.We can nev-
ertheless overcome this technical difﬁculty and associate to a generative process a stochastic
matrix. One way is to introduce a silent  transition on terminal states.
Example 15. Consider again Example 13 and extend the execution tree as follows:
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The extended linear operator representation of A does now correspond to a stochastic
matrix:
Ma(A)+Mb(A)+M(A) =
(
0 12
0 0
)
+
( 1
2 0
0 0
)
+
(
0 0
0 1
)
=
( 1
2
1
2
0 1
)
.
In the following, we will always assume such a stochastic extension for terminating
processes, even if we omit to mention explicitly the silent moves on the terminal states.
4. Probabilistic abstract interpretation
In Section 5 we will present a technique for deﬁning approximate versions of process
semantics and ultimately of security properties which makes use of the framework of prob-
abilistic abstract interpretation (PAI). This was introduced in [56,57] as a probabilistic ver-
sion of the classical abstract interpretation (AI) framework by Cousot and Cousot [16,17].
Classical abstract interpretation provides general techniques for the analysis of programs
which are based on the construction of safe approximations of the concrete semantics of
programs via the (order-theoretic) notion of a Galois connection [18,49].
Probabilistic abstract interpretation re-casts these techniques in a probabilistic setting
where linear spaces replace the classical order-theoretic domains, and the notion of the
so-called Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of a linear operator replaces the classical notion
of a Galois connection. The abstractions we get this way are close approximations of the
concrete semantics. Thus, closeness is a quantitative replacement for classical safety which
does not require any approximation ordering.
The deﬁnition of a probabilistic abstract interpretation is given in terms of probabilistic
domains. A probabilistic domain is essentially a space which represents the distributions
Dist(S) on the state space S of a PTS, i.e. in our setting the Hilbert space 2(S). For ﬁnite
state spaces we can identify V(S)  2(S).
Deﬁnition 16. Let C and D be two probabilistic domains. A probabilistic abstract inter-
pretation is a pair of bounded linear operators A : C → D and G : D → C, between
(the concrete domain) C and (the abstract domain) D, such that G is the Moore–Penrose
pseudo-inverse of A, and vice versa.
A simplemethod for constructing a probabilistic abstract interpretation whichwewill use
in this paper is as follows: Given a linear operator on some Hilbert space V expressing the
probabilistic semantics of a concrete system, and a linear abstraction function A : V →W
from the concrete domain into an abstract domain W , we compute the Moore–Penrose
pseudo-inverse G = A† of A. The abstract semantics can then be deﬁned as the linear
operator on the abstract domainW:
 = A ◦  ◦G.
We will now introduce in some more detail the central notion of Moore–Penrose pseudo-
inverse.
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4.1. Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse
For an abstract C∗-algebra we can deﬁne the notion of a Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse
purely algebraically [9, Section 4.7] (see also [12, Deﬁnition 1.1.1] and [24, 8.43]). This is
sufﬁcient for the ﬁnite dimensional setting, while for dealing with the inﬁnite dimensional
case we will need some topological considerations which we will use for a more concrete
deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 17. An element a ∈ A in a C∗-algebraA is said to beMoore–Penrose invertible
if there exists an element b ∈ A such that:
(i) aba = a,
(ii) bab = b,
(iii) (ab)∗ = ab,
(iv) (ba)∗ = ba.
If an element a ∈ A is Moore–Penrose invertible then there exists a unique element b = a†,
theMoore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of a, which fulﬁlls the above conditions [9, Proposition
4.20].
An alternative but equivalent deﬁnition for concrete C∗-algebras is given in [24, 8.43]
(see also [12, Deﬁnition 1.1.2]).
Deﬁnition 18. Let C and D be two Hilbert spaces and A : C → D a bounded linear map
between them. A bounded linear map A† = G : D → C is the Moore–Penrose pseudo-
inverse of A iff
(i) A ◦G = PA, and
(ii) G ◦ A = PG,
where PA and PG denote orthogonal projections onto the ranges of A and G.
For ﬁnite dimensional C∗-algebras—in particular for matrix algebrasM(n)—every op-
erator is Moore–Penrose pseudo-invertible [6,9,12,24].
For operator algebras over inﬁnite dimensional Hilbert spaces things are a bit more
complicated. In the case of concrete C∗-algebras, i.e. of A ∈ B(H), the answer is given by
the following result which also states how we can “construct” the Moore–Penrose pseudo-
inverse [9, Theorem 4.24].
Proposition 19. An operator A ∈ B(H) is Moore–Penrose invertible if and only if it is
normally solvable, i.e. the range {Ax|x ∈ H} is closed. In this case A∗A+ P—with P the
orthogonal projection of H onto the kernel of A, i.e. onto {x ∈ H|Ax = o}—is invertible
and
A† = (A∗A+ P)−1A∗.
It is easy to see that if the range of an operator is ﬁnite dimensional then it is normally
solvable.
For the ﬁnite dimensional case, various algorithms are known for the construction of
the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse [12]. A general technique for computing the Moore–
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Penrose pseudo-inverse of inﬁnite operators is via ﬁnite sections. For an operator A with
an approximating sequence (An)n we can construct the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse as
established by the following proposition [9, Corollary 4.34].
Proposition 20. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, A ∈ B(H) and An a sequence of
ﬁnite dimensional operators An ∈M(n) with supn ‖A‖ <∞ and such that An → A and
A∗n → A∗ strongly. Then A is normally solvable and A†n → A† strongly.
In other words, if we can approximate A by a sequence (An)n and the sequence (A†n)n of
Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse converges in the strong operator topology then A† exists
and is identical to the limit of (A†n)n.
4.2. Special classes of abstraction operators
In this section we introduce the deﬁnition and the properties of some particular operators
which we will use in Section 5 to deﬁne different abstractions of the PTS semantics into
various process equivalences.Wewill also use these special operators to deﬁne approximate
versions of the process equivalences and their corresponding conﬁnement properties.
4.2.1. Permutation operators
The ﬁrst class of operators we consider represents very simple abstractions consisting of
the permutation of the system’s states.
Deﬁnition 21. Ann×n-matrixS is called a permutationmatrix if there exists a permutation
 : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} such that
Sij =
{
1 if j = (i)
0 otherwise.
In other words, S is the matrix representation of a relation on {1, . . . , n} which is a
bijection. This notion can be extended to inﬁnite structures as follows.
Deﬁnition 22. A bounded linear operator S ∈ B(H) on a Hilbert space is called a permuta-
tion operator iff there exists a sequence of permutation matrices Sn such that s-lim Sn = S
and s-lim S∗n = S∗.
We denote by S(n) the set of all n × n permutation matrices and by S(H) the set of
permutation operators onH; obviously we have S(n) = S(Cn).
Proposition 23. For any permutation matrix S ∈ S(n) the following holds:
S−1 = S∗ = ST = S†,
i.e. inverse, adjoint, transpose, and pseudo-inverse coincide.
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4.2.2. Classiﬁcation operators
Deﬁnition 24. Wecall ann×m-matrixK a classiﬁcationmatrix iffK represents a surjective
function  : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , m}, i.e.
Kij =
{
1 if j = (i)
0 otherwise.
Again we can generalise this notion to the inﬁnite case.
Deﬁnition 25. A bounded linear operatorK ∈ B(H) on a Hilbert space is called a classiﬁ-
cation operator iff there exists a sequence of classiﬁcationmatricesKn such that s-limKn =
K and s-limK∗n = K∗.
We denote by C(n,m) the set of all n×m-classiﬁcation matrices, and by C(H1,H2) the
set of classiﬁcation operators; again we have C(n,m) = C(Cn,Cm).
Classiﬁcation matrices are stochastic matrices corresponding to a particular type of ab-
straction which stems from an equivalence relation. For a ﬁnite set Xwe can show that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence relations ≈ on X and classiﬁcation
operators on the vector space V(X).
Proposition 26. Let X be a ﬁnite set. Then for every equivalence relation ≈ on X there
exists a classiﬁcation operator K ∈ C(n,m)  C(2(X), 2(X/≈)) and vice versa.
Proof. The characteristic map ≈ : X → X/≈ which associates to each x ∈ X its equiv-
alence class [x] ∈ X/≈ is a surjective function and therefore has a matrix representation
(as a relation ≈ ⊆ X×X/ ≈) in C(n,m). Vice versa, by deﬁnition a classiﬁcation matrix
K ∈ C(n,m) induces a partition (and therefore an equivalence relation) on the set of its row
indices. 
In the inﬁnite case we can show that:
Proposition 27. Let X be a countable set and ≈ an equivalence relation on X such that
X/≈ is ﬁnite. Then there exists a classiﬁcation operator K ∈ C(2(X), 2(X/≈)) which
represents ≈.
Proof. Firstly, we observe thatK deﬁnes a∞×nmatrix. This maps every x ∈ 2(X)with
‖x‖ = 1 into a vector ‖K(x)‖ <∞. Thus we have K ∈ B(2(X), 2(X/≈)).
Secondly,K is the strong limit of a sequence of ﬁnite dimensional classiﬁcation matrices
Kn; to see this simply take an enumeration of X andKn = nKn (cf. ﬁnite section method
[9]). 
Obviously, every permutation matrix is also a classiﬁcation matrix: S(n) ⊆ C(n, n). As
a consequence, every permutation operator is a classiﬁcation operator: S(H) ⊆ C(H,H).
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4.2.3. Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of classiﬁcation operators
Although a classiﬁcation operator K represents a classical function, i.e. corresponds to
an (inﬁnite) 0/1-matrix, the pseudo-inverse will in general not be an (inﬁnite) 0/1-matrix.
This is because it is normalised. The normalisation operation N is deﬁned for a matrix
A by
N (A)ij =


Aij
aj
if aj =∑iAij = 0,
0 otherwise.
Proposition 28. The pseudo-inverse of a classiﬁcation operator K corresponds to its nor-
malised transpose or adjoint:
K† = N (KT) = N (K∗).
Proof. Show by computation thatN (K) fulﬁls theMoore–Penrose conditions of Deﬁnition
17 or Deﬁnition 18. 
4.2.4. Probabilistic abstract interpretation of stochastic matrices
For a stochastic matrix M and any abstraction A with Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse
G we can in general not guarantee that the abstract operator GMA induced by A is also a
stochastic matrix.
Example 29. Consider the following stochastic matrix:
M =


1
2
1
2 0
1
3
1
3
1
3
0 0 1

 ,
together with abstraction and concretisation maps represented by
A =

 1 0 01 0 0
1 0 0

 , G = A† =

 13 13 130 0 0
0 0 0

 .
A simple calculation shows that
GMA =

 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0


which is not a stochastic matrix. Similarly, if we take
A =

 21
1

 , G = A† = ( 13 16 16 )
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we get as induced operator the following 1× 1 matrix:
GMA = ( 89 )
which again is not a stochastic matrix.
For classiﬁcation matrices however, we can show the following.
Proposition 30. For any stochastic matrix M and classiﬁcation matrix K we have that
K†MK is again a stochastic matrix.
Proof. By Proposition 28 we know thatK† is a stochastic matrix as it is (row) normalised.
The same is true for K (by deﬁnition) and M (by hypothesis). Thus K†MK is stochastic
since the product of stochastic matrices is stochastic. 
5. Approximating process equivalences
Several notion of process equivalences have been proposed in the literature on concur-
rency theory, each one deﬁning a different process semantics. A comparative study of most
of these semantics can be found in [28]. The purpose of this section is to present a technique
for approximating process equivalences by using probabilities as numerical information
for quantifying such an approximation. This provides us with a quantitative measure of
the indistinguishability of the process behaviour (according to a given semantics), that is
in a security setting a measure of their propensity to leak information. Therefore, for each
semantics we are able to measure the conﬁnement of a given system according to the no-
tion of behavioural equivalence established by the given semantics. In order to numerically
estimate such a measure we ﬁrst re-formulate each process equivalence in terms of linear
operators using the PAI framework introduced in Section 4. Then we use an appropriate
notion of operator norm to calculate the closeness of two processes.
We illustrate this technique for three behavioural equivalences, namely tree equivalence,
bisimulation and weak bisimulation, but the method can be extended to deal with all the
other semantics in a similar way.
5.1. Graph isomorphism
To illustrate our basic strategy for approximating process equivalences let us ﬁrst look at
the strongest—in some sense too strong [28, Fig. 1]—notion of process equivalence, that
is tree equivalence. Following [28, Deﬁnition 1.3] the graph associated to a process p of a
labelled transition system with actions A is a directed graph rooted in p whose edges are
labelled by elements in A. Two processes are tree equivalent if their associated graphs are
isomorphic. Graph isomorphism is deﬁned as follows (e.g. [28, Deﬁnitions 1.3,1.4], [30,
p. 2], [25, p. 3]):
Deﬁnition 31. An isomorphism between directed graphs (V1, E1) and (V2, E2) is a bijec-
tion 	 : V1 → V2 such that 〈v,w〉 ∈ E1 ⇔ 〈	(v),	(w)〉 ∈ E2.
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In the usual way, we deﬁne the adjacency operator A(G) of a directed graph G =
(V ,E) as an operator on 2(V ) representing the edge-relation E [46]. Then the notion of
isomorphism between (ﬁnite graphs) can be re-stated in terms of permutation matrices.
We have the following result [30, Lemma 8.8.1]:
Proposition 32. LetG1 = (V ,E1) andG2 = (V ,E2) be two directed graphs on the same
set of nodes V. ThenG1 andG2 are isomorphic if and only if there is a permutation operator
S such that the following holds: STA(G1)S = A(G2).
Byusing these notions and the operator representationof (probabilistic) transition systems
(cf. Deﬁnition 12) we can reformulate tree-equivalence of processes as follows.
Proposition 33. Given the operator representations p and q of two probabilistic transition
systems p = (S,A,−→, s0) and q = (S′, A,−→′, s′0) with |S| = |S′|, then p and q are
tree-equivalent iff there exists S ∈ P(2(S)) = P(2(S′)), such that:
STM(p)S =M(q),
i.e. for all  ∈ A we have STM( −→)S =M( −→′).
Therefore, tree equivalence of two systems p and q corresponds to the existence of an
abstraction operator (the operator S) which induces a probabilistic abstract interpretation
p of q.
5.1.1. Approximate graph isomorphism
In the case where there is no S which satisﬁes the property in Proposition 33, i.e. p and q
are deﬁnitely not isomorphic, we could still ask how close p and q are to being isomorphic.
The most direct way to deﬁne a kind of “isomorphism defect” would be to look at the
differenceM(p)−M(q) between the operators representing p and q and then measure in
some way, e.g. using a norm, this difference.
Obviously, this is not the idea we are looking for: It is easy to see that the same graph—
after enumerating its vertices in different ways—has different adjacency operators; it would
thus have a non-zero “isomorphism defect” with itself. To remedy this we have to allow
ﬁrst for a reordering of vertices before we measure the difference between the operators
representing two probabilistic transition systems. This is the underlying idea behind the
following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 34. Let p = (S,A,−→,0) and q = (S′, A,−→′,′0) be probabilistic tran-
sition systems over the same set of actions A, and let M(p) and M(q) be their operator
representations. We say that p and q are ε-graph equivalent, denoted by p ∼εi q, iff
inf
S∈P
‖STM(p)S−M(q)‖ = ε
where ‖.‖ denotes an appropriate norm.
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Note that, in the case of ﬁnite probabilistic transition systems, for ε = 0 we recover the
original notion of (strict) graph equivalence, i.e. ∼i=∼0i .
Proposition 35. An ε-isomorphism for ε = 0, i.e. ∼0i , of ﬁnite transition systems is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Observe that there are only ﬁnitely many S ∈ P(n), n < ∞. Thus the inf can be
replaced by min. That means that there exists a permutation operator S ∈ P(n) such that
‖STM(p)S−M(q)‖ = 0. The properties of the norm then imply that STM(p)S−M(q) =
O, the null operator, i.e. STM(p)S =M(q). 
5.2. Bisimulation
Theﬁnest process equivalence after graph equivalence is bisimulation equivalence [28,45].
Bisimulation is a relation on processes, i.e. states of a labelled transition system. Alterna-
tively, it can be seen as a relation between the transition graphs associated to the processes.
The classical notion of bisimulation equivalence for labelled transition systems can be
stated as follows [28, Deﬁnition 12]:
Deﬁnition 36. A bisimulation is a binary relation ∼b on states of a labelled transition
system satisfying for all  ∈ A:
p ∼b q and p −→ p′ ⇒ ∃ q ′ : q −→ q ′ and p′ ∼b q ′,
p ∼b q and q −→ q ′ ⇒ ∃ p′ : p −→ p′ and q ′ ∼b p′.
Given two processes p and q, we say that they are bisimilar if there exists a bisimulation
relation∼b such thatp ∼b q. Bisimulations are equivalence relations [28, Proposition 8.1].
The standard generalisation of this notion to probabilistic transition systems, i.e. proba-
bilistic bisimulation, is due to [44, Deﬁnition 4], where it is deﬁned for reactive systems.
Deﬁnition 37. A probabilistic bisimulation is an equivalence relation ∼b on states of a
probabilistic transition system satisfying for all  ∈ A:
p ∼b q and p −→ ⇒ q −→ 
 and  ∼b 
.
The same deﬁnition can be given also for generative systems with the only difference that
in this case  and 
 are sub-probability distributions.
This deﬁnition is equivalent to the characterisation of probabilistic bisimulation given
in [44] in terms of “button pressing” tests. Such tests are formally deﬁned by means of
a language which speciﬁes the syntactical structure of algorithms for experimenting on a
process (i.e. which button to press when). The same button pressing interpretation can be
given also in the case of generative systems but for the way experiments are performed:
here the observer may attempt to depress more than one button at a time and it is the
process which decides which action to react to according to a given probability distribution.
In our security setting these tests represent possible interferences by a spy, and observing
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the probabilistic result of an experiment corresponds to establishing whether a system is
conﬁned (the spy is not able to distinguish the processes in the system) or not. The ﬁrst case
corresponds to a system whose processes are probabilistic bisimilar. This is intuitively the
idea behind the following deﬁnition of probabilistic conﬁnement for processes speciﬁed by
a PTS.
Note that in the case of generative systems tests represent passive spies, in the sense that
it is not possible for an observer to actively interfere in the process internal behaviour by
deciding which action has to be chosen.
Deﬁnition 38. Let T = (S,A,→,0) be a probabilistic transition system and let T (p)
and T (q), with p, q ∈ S, represent two processes in a probabilistic language modelled by
T. Then we say that p and q are probabilistically conﬁned iff they are probabilistic bisimilar.
It is easy to see that a probabilistic bisimulation equivalence ∼ on a PTS T = (S,A,
→,0) deﬁnes a probabilistic abstract interpretation of T. In fact, by Proposition 27, there
is a classiﬁcation operator K ∈ C(2(S), 2(S/∼)), which represents ∼. IfM(T ) is the op-
erator representation of T thenK†M(T )K is the abstract operator induced byK. Intuitively,
this is an operator which abstracts the original system T by encoding only the transitions
between equivalence classes instead of the ones between single states.
Consider now two processesp, q ∈ S and their operator representationsM(p) andM(q).
The restrictions ofK to these two sets of nodes, whichwe callKp andKq , are the abstraction
operators for the two processes p and q and allow us to express exactly the condition for
the probabilistic bisimilarity of p and q:
Proposition 39. Given the operator representation M(p) and M(q) of two probabilis-
tic processes p and q, then p and q are probabilistic bisimilar iff there exists a Kp ∈
C(2(Rp), 2(S)) and Kq ∈ C(2(Rq), 2(S)) for some set S such that
K†pM(p)Kp = K†qM(q)Kq .
Proof. We assume in the following that there is an enumeration of the processes {pi}npi=1 =
Rp and {qj }nqj=1 = Rq . Therefore,M(p) is a np × np matrix, and i.e.M(q) is a nq × nq
matrix, for each  ∈ A.
(only if) Suppose that there is a probabilistic bisimulation relation ∼ between processes p
and q. This relation determines a partition on Rp as well as on Rq such that |Rp/∼| =
|Rq/∼|. Deﬁne S as the set of all the ∼-equivalence classes with a given enumeration
{[rk]}mk=1 = Rp/∼ = Rq/∼, with m = |S|.
Let us deﬁne the two matrices
(Kp)ik =
{
1 if pi ∈ [rk],
0 otherwise,
for all pi ∈ Rp,[rk] ∈ S, and
(Kq)jk =
{
1 if qj ∈ [rk],
0 otherwise,
for all qj ∈ Rq , [rk] ∈ S.
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We have that Kp ∈ C(2(Rp), 2(S)) and Kq ∈ C(2(Rq), 2(S)). We now show that
for every base vector xk ∈ 2(S) representing an equivalence class [rk] the following
holds:
xkK†pM(p)Kp = xkK†qM(q)Kq .
Then by linearity we can conclude that the above equation holds for all x ∈ 2(S).
• xkK†p and xkK†q are two (row) vectors in V(Rp) and V(Rq) respectively which represent
uniform distributions on all those processes in Rp and Rq belonging to the equivalence
class [rk]:
(xkK†p)i =


1
nkp
if pi ∈ [rk],
0 otherwise,
(xkK†p)j =


1
nkq
if qi ∈ [rk],
0 otherwise,
where nkp and nkq represent the number of processes in Rp and Rq belonging to [rk].
• The application of M(p) and M(q) (for each  ∈ A) to these vectors gives us a
distribution on those processes inRp andRq which can be reached from a state belonging
to the equivalence class [rk] in one step:
(xkK†pM(p))i′ =
∑
pi ∈ [rk ]
pi
−→ pi′
(pi′)
nkp
,
(xkK†qM(q))j ′ =
∑
qj ∈ [rk ]
qj
−→ qj ′
(qj ′)
nkq
.
• The classiﬁcation of these vectors via Kp ∈ C(np,m) and Kq ∈ C(nq,m) gives us the
distributions over equivalence classes:
(xkK†pM(p)Kp)k =
∑
pi , pi′ ∈ [rk ]
pi
−→ pi′
(pi′)
nkp
,
and
(xkK†qM(q)Kq)k =
∑
qj , qj ′ ∈ [rk ]
qj
−→ qj ′
(qj ′)
nkq
,
which must be the same since by hypothesis ∼ is a probabilistic bisimulation.
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Fig. 4. Two reactive probabilistic transition systems.
(if) Suppose that we have Kp ∈ C(np,m) and Kq ∈ C(nq,m) such that K†pM(p)Kp =
K†qM(q)Kq . Deﬁne a relation ∼K between processes in Rp and processes in Rq as
follows:
pi ∼K qj iff piKp = qjKq .
In order to show that∼K is a probabilistic bisimulationwe have to show that∼K satisﬁes
for all  ∈ A, p ∈ Rp and q ∈ Rq :
p ∼K q and p −→ ⇒ q −→ 
 and  ∼K 

or, equivalently
[p]K = [q]K and p −→ ⇒ q −→ 
 and  ∼K 
.
We will use the notation [p]K = [
q ]K to indicate the condition above. For processes
pi ∈ Rp and qj ∈ Rq belonging to the same equivalence class [rk] = [pi]K = [qj ]K
we know that
piKp = qjKq .
Since by hypothesisK†pM(p)Kp = K†qM(q)Kq , we then conclude that [p]K = [
q ]K .
Thus ∼K is a probabilistic bisimulation. 
Corollary 40. Let M(p) and M(q) be the matrix representations of two processes p and
q. If p and q are probabilistic bisimilar then there exists a PTS x which is the probabilistic
abstract interpretation of both p and q.
Proof. Consider the PTS with states in Rp ∪ Rq and the classiﬁcation operator associated
to the relation ∼K constructed in the proof of Proposition 39. 
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Example 41. Consider the two reactive processes A and B in Fig. 4 taken from
[44, Fig. 4]. The corresponding matrices are:
M(A) =Ma(A)⊕Mb(A) =


0 13
1
3
1
3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


⊕


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


and
M(B) =Ma(B)⊕Mb(B) =


0 23
1
3 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

⊕


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
Consider the classiﬁcation operators KA and KB , and their pseudo-inverses deﬁned by
KA =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1


, K†A =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 12
1
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 12
1
2


and KB and K†B are simply 4× 4 identity matrices. We then get
K†AMa(A)KA =Ma(B)
K†AMb(A)KA =Mb(B)
which shows that A and B are probabilistic bisimilar.
By Corollary 40 we can therefore construct a system which abstracts both A and B. Since
A and B are probabilistic bisimilar we can deﬁne an equivalence relation on the union T
of the two PTS’s in Fig. 4 which is compatible with KA and KA. This is given by the
classiﬁcation operator
K =
(
KA
KB
)
.
We can then see that K†M(T )K is a system which abstracts both A and B. In fact, given
thatM(T ) =M(A)⊕M(B), and that
K† =
( |A|
|A| + |B|K
†
A
|B|
|A| + |B|K
†
B
)
,
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where |A| (|B|) is the cardinality of the set of states in the PTS for A (B), we have that
K†M(T )K=K†(M(A)⊕M(B))K
=K†(M(A)⊕O)K +K†(O⊕M(B))K
=
( |A|
|A| + |B|K
†
AM(A)KA +
|B|
|A| + |B|K
†
BOKB
)
+
( |A|
|A| + |B|K
†
AOKA +
|B|
|A| + |B|K
†
BM(B)KB
)
= |A| + |B||A| + |B|K
†
BM(B)KB =
|A| + |B|
|A| + |B|K
†
AM(A)KA
=K†BM(B)KB = K†AM(A)KA,
where we denote by O the null matrix of the appropriate dimensions.
Example 42. It is easy to see that the two generative processes A and B in Example 13 and
14 are probabilistic bisimilar. To show that these processes are bisimilar we construct an
operator K such that:
Ma(A)=K†Ma(B)K,
Mb(A)=K†Mb(B)K,
and then we simply take KA = I and KB = K.
We need to construct again an inﬁnite operator K as a sequence of 2× 2n-matrices:
(
K2n
)
ij
=


1 for i = 2k − 1 ∧ j = 1 and ,
for i = 2k ∧ j = 2 with k = 1 . . . n,
0 otherwise,
with their 2n× 2 pseudo-inverses:
(
K2n
)†
ij
=


1
n
j = 2k − 1 ∧ i = 1 and ,
j = 2k ∧ i = 2 with k = 1 . . . n,
0 otherwise.
We therefore have that
K = s- lim
n→∞K
2n and K† = s- lim
n→∞(K
2n)†
and from Example 14 we know that
M(B) = s- lim
n→∞(M
2n
a (B)⊕M2nb (B)).
The operator multiplication is in general not strongly continuous, but it is if one of the
factors is restricted to a bounded set, see e.g. [40, 2.5.10] or [20, I.6]. Clearly, all the K2n
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and (K2n)† are from a bounded set, therefore we have
K† ·M(B) ·K= (s-lim(K2n)†) · (s-limM2n(B)) · (s-limK2n)
= s-lim((K2n)† ·M2n(B) ·K2n)
=M(A).
The matrix formulation of (probabilistic) bisimulation makes it also easy to see how
graph and bisimulation equivalence are related. As P(n) ⊂ C(n, n) we have:
Proposition 43. If p ∼i q then p ∼b q.
5.2.1. Approximate bisimulation
In the case in which it is not possible to ﬁnd a bisimulation equivalence for two states
p and q of a PTS T, we can still identify them although only approximately. In order to
do so, we introduce an ε-version of probabilistic bisimilarity. The intuitive idea is to ﬁnd a
classiﬁcation operator K which is the closest one to a bisimulation relation in which p and
q are equivalent. The difference between the abstract operators induced by K for the two
processeswill give us an estimate of the non-bisimilarity degree of p and q. ByDeﬁnition 38,
this will also be an estimate of the conﬁnement of the system formed by the two processes
p and q, which tells us how much the system is actually secure.
Deﬁnition 44. Let T = (S,A,−→,0) be a probabilistic transition system and let p and
q be two states in S with operator representationsM(p) andM(q). We say that p and q are
ε-bisimilar, denoted by p ∼εb q, iff
inf
Kp,Kq∈C
‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq‖ = ε,
where ‖.‖ denotes an appropriate norm.
Note that it is possible to use this deﬁnition also to introduce an approximate version of
the classical notion of bisimulation. Furthermore, for ε = 0 we recover partially the original
notion of strict (probabilistic) bisimulation:
Proposition 45. An ε-bisimulation with ε = 0, i.e.∼0b, is a (probabilistic) bisimulation forﬁnite (probabilistic) transition systems.
Proof. By hypothesis there are only ﬁnitely manyKp andKq . Thus inf can be replaced by
min.Thatmeans that there exist classiﬁcation operatorsKp andKq such that‖K†pM(p)Kp−
K†qM(q)Kq‖ = 0. This implies K†pM(p)Kp − K†qM(q)Kq = O, i.e. K†pM(p)Kq =
K†qM(q)Kq . 
However, for inﬁnite PTS the concepts 0-bisimulation and (probabilistic) bisimulation
will differ in general.
Example 46. Let us compare the three, obviously somehow “similar” PTS’s in Fig. 5.
These processes are not probabilistic bisimilar. However one can try to determine how
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Fig. 5. Three generative probabilistic transition systems.
similar they are. The matrix A =M(A) is the same as in Example 13; for the others we get
B =M(B) =Ma(B)⊕Mb(B) =


0 14 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 12
0 0 0 0

⊕


0 0 34 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 12 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
C =M(C) =Ma(C)⊕Mb(C) =


0 12 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 51100
0 0 0 0

⊕


0 0 12 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 49100 0
0 0 0 0

 .
The problem is to ﬁnd aKA,KB , andKC ∈ C such that the norm of the difference between
K†AAKA and K
†
BBKB or K
†
CCKC is minimal. There is only a ﬁnite (though exponentially
growing) number of possible classiﬁcation operatorsK ∈ C.A brute force approach looking
at all possible K allows us to determine the ε-bisimilarity of A and B, and of A and C.
Interestingly, the optimal K = KB = KC is coincidentally the same in both cases:
K =


1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1

 , K† =
( 1
2 0
1
2 0
0 12 0
1
2
)
,
while for KA we can take the identity.
Measuring the difference (by means of the operator norm) leads to the following result:
inf
K∈C
‖A−K†BK‖ = 18 , infK∈C ‖A−K
†CK‖ = 1200 .
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In a security setting, this result allows us to conclude that although both the systems {A,B}
and {A,C} are not probabilistic conﬁned, the latter is “more secure” than the former in the
sense that the chances of an information leak by observing the system are much smaller.
5.3. Weak bisimulation
Several authors have argued that bisimulation, although weaker than graph isomorphism,
is still a too strong requirement for many purposes and suggested a number of variations
(see [28] for a detailed account).
Weak bisimulation was introduced in [45] as a bisimulation which abstracts from internal
computation by considering transitions of the form ⇒ −→⇒, where ⇒ is the transitive,
reﬂexive closure of −→, and  is an internal action representing some invisible computation.
Various probabilistic extensions of weak bisimulation have been proposed by several
authors in the context of fully probabilistic systems [4], as well as for a generalisation of
reactive systems [61], for probabilistic systems which allow for both non-deterministic and
probabilistic branching [50], and for generative-reactive models [1]. In a language-based
setting, a notion of probabilistic weak bisimulation has been introduced in [63] for a multi-
threaded language modelled via discrete Markov chains. Applications to the problem of
secure information ﬂow are considered in [1,63].
At the base of a weak bisimulation semantics for probabilistic systems is the problem
of determining the probability with which a weak transition ⇒ −→⇒ may take place. In
a fully probabilistic model such as the generative one, all the necessary information is
available to compute such a probability, as all actions including  are governed by some
internally chosen probability distribution [4]. It is also possible to determine the probability
of weak transitions in models which also includes some form of nondeterminism, provided
all nondeterminism is ﬁrst resolved according to criteria which depend on the particular
model [50,61]. However, it is hard to imagine how such a probability can be established
in a purely probabilistic model such as the reactive model, unless one reserves a different
treatment to the internal action , thus effectively constructing a mixed reactive-generative
model [1].
Based on this argument, we have chosen to exclude the reactive model from our treatment
of the weak bisimulation semantics, and to apply linear operator based techniques similar
to those we have used for bisimulation to re-cast the probabilistic weak bisimulation notion
introduced in [4] for generative systems. As a ﬁrst step we will show how we can represent
the relation −→∗ −→ −→∗ in terms of the transition matrices introduced in Section 3.4.
The probability of reaching a state or a certain class of states by sequences of actions or
traces is deﬁned in [4] for strings in a generic language  ⊂ A∗ recursively as follows:
P(s,, C)= 1 if s ∈ C and ε ∈ ,
P(s,, C)= ∑
(a,t)∈A×S
P (s, a, t) · P(t,/a, C) otherwise,
where/a denotes the set of all strings  such that a ∈ , and ε denotes the empty string.
By considering the language = ∗a∗∪ε, the notion of probabilistic weak bisimulation
can be deﬁned as follows.
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Deﬁnition 47. A weak bisimulation is an equivalence relation ∼w on S such that for all
s ∼w s′ and all  ∈ A \ {} ∪ ε and all equivalence classes C ∈ S/ ∼w we have
P(s, ∗∗, C) = P(s′, ∗∗, C).
Weobserve that the base case in the recursive deﬁnition ofP(s,, C) ensures the unique-
ness of the solution of the second equation in the deﬁnition by forcing the consideration of
only the minimal trace in  leading from s to C; all extensions of this minimal trace the
language may contain and which also reach the target class do not contribute toP(s,, C).
We will now show how to deﬁne a linear operator F with entries (F)sC corresponding to
the probabilities P(s, ∗a∗, C) for all s ∈ S and C ∈ S/ ∼w.
The ﬁrst step towards the deﬁnition of a linear operator expressing the probabilistic weak
bisimulation relation introduced above is to look at the reachability of a state from another
state via a single trace. In particular we are interested in traces of the form nm, with
n,m ∈ N, n,m0.
It is well known that iterating a transition matrix n times gives the probability of reaching
state s from t in exactly n steps. This is sometimes known as the Chapman–Kolmogorov
equations, e.g. [34, Theorem 6.1.7]. Generalising this idea slightly leads us to introduce the
following operators E(p)(n,m).
Deﬁnition 48. Given the operator representation M(p) of a probabilistic process p with
A = {,, . . . , }, then we deﬁne, for all  ∈ A,
E(p)(n,m) =M(p)nM(p)M(p)m.
We denote by E(p)(n,m) the direct sum
⊕
∈A E(p)(n,m).
It is easy to show the following result:
Proposition 49. Given the operator representationM(p) of a probabilistic process p, then
for all states s, s′ ∈ S,
(E(p)(n,m))s,s′ = P(s, nm, s′).
The next step is to look at the probability of reaching a state from any other state by any
trace in ∗∗. The straightforward idea is to determine this probability by summing up all
the probabilities for reaching a state t from s by ε, a, , , , etc., i.e. via the operator
E(p) =
∞∑
n,m=0
E(p)(n,m),
for all  ∈ A.
Unfortunately, for essentially the same reasons explained for the recursive deﬁnition of
P , this simple solution does not work. The problem is that some “reaching probabilities”
are counted too often, in particular those associated to traces which are extensions of the
minimal trace leading froma given state s to a target state t. The following example illustrates
this problem.
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Example 50. Consider the following simple PTS with only one action a:
In order to calculate the probabilities P(s, a∗, {t}), we construct the operators:
Ma =


0 12
1
2
1
2 0
1
2
0 0 1

 , limn→∞Mna =

 0 0 10 0 1
0 0 1

 , ∞∑
i=0
Mia =


4
3
2
3 ∞
2
3
4
3 ∞
0 0 ∞

 .
This result is obviously not reﬂecting the probabilities we would expect. In fact, the entries
in
∑∞
i=0Mia are not probabilities at all.
In order to obtain a correct result we have to compute the probability of reaching a state
t the ﬁrst time, i.e. along the minimal trace leading to t. This means we have to “block” out
all contributions which come from paths which already passed through t before.
We can achieve this by projecting out all transitions from t in the operator M(p). We
deﬁne a projection into t as a diagonal matrix which contains a single entry 1 at the position
(t, t), and its “negation”, i.e.
(Pt )ij =
{
1 for i = j = t,
0 otherwise, (P
⊥
t )ij =
{
1 for i = j = t,
0 otherwise.
If we thus consider the modiﬁed transition operator
M,¬t (p) = P⊥t M(p),
we get the same transitions as in M(p) except that all transitions from t are cancelled
out—as the matrixM,¬t (p) is identical toMa(p) except for the fact that the row t contains
only zeros.
If we consider now the column t inMn,¬t (p)we obtain for each state s the probability of
reaching t in exactly n steps without passing through t, i.e. for the ﬁrst time. We can extract
this t column by multiplying with the projection Pt , i.e.
(P⊥t M(p))n · Pt = (M,¬t (p))n · Pt .
The probability of getting from any state s to t via the minimal trace in at most n steps is
then given by
n∑
i=0
(P⊥t M(p))i · Pt =
n∑
i=0
(M,¬t (p))i · Pt .
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This operation avoids the pitfalls of our previous attempt: once we have a trace from a state
s reaching state t the ﬁrst time, all its extensions are ignored as in M,¬t (p) there is no
transition which leaves the state t again.
By combining this information for all states t we obtain for all  ∈ A the matrix
∑
t∈S
(
n∑
i=0
(P⊥t M(p))i · Pt
)
= ∑
t∈S
(
n∑
i=0
(M,¬t (p))i · Pt
)
.
Example 51. Consider again the simple process in Example 50. The projection operators
for t = 2 are:
P2 =

 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0

 , P⊥2 =

 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1

 ,
and the corresponding modiﬁed a-transition operator
Ma,¬2 = P⊥2 Ma =

 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1



 0
1
2
1
2
1
2 0
1
2
0 0 1

 =

 0 12 120 0 0
0 0 1

 .
The second column of the nth iteration ofMa,¬2 then gives us the probabilities that we get
from any state to the second state in exactly n steps the ﬁrst time:
M0a,¬2P2 =

 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0

 , M1a,¬2P2 =

 0 12 00 0 0
0 0 0

 , M2a,¬2P2 =

 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

 . . .
The ﬁrst iteration means that if we start in the second state we “reach” it in zero steps, but
there is no other state from which we can reach it in zero steps. The second iteration tells us
that we reach the second state in one step only from the ﬁrst one with probability 1/2.After
that all iterations indicate that there is no path of length larger than one reaching the second
state (the ﬁrst time). Obviously there is, for example, a three step path from state one to
two back to one and then again to two: the probability of this path is 1/2 · 1/2 · 1/2 = 1/8,
however it is ignored in this construction as it visits the state twice.
We can combine the information on the probability of reaching all states in i steps in
the operator
∑
t∈SMia,¬tPt , whose iteration results in the following sequence of transition
matrices:

 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

 ,

 0
1
2
1
2
1
2 0
1
2
0 0 0

 ,

 0 0
1
4
0 0 14
0 0 0

 ,

 0 0
1
8
0 0 18
0 0 0

 ,

 0 0
1
16
0 0 116
0 0 0

 , . . .
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Finally we can compute the probability of reaching a state from any other by any string in
the language a∗ by
∑
t∈S
( ∞∑
i=0
Mia,¬tPt
)
=
∞∑
i=0
(∑
t∈S
Mia,¬tPt
)
=

 1 12 11
2 1 1
0 0 1

 .
Proposition 52. Given the operator representations M(p) of a probabilistic transition
system p = (S,A,−→, s0) then for all  ∈ A:
P(s, ∗, {t}) =
( ∞∑
i=0
(∑
t∈S
Mi,¬t (p)Pt
))
st
.
The example above suggests that in order to compute the probabilities of reaching a given
state with traces in the language ∗∗, we ﬁrst have to appropriately modify the operator
E(p)(n,m) in Deﬁnition 48.
Deﬁnition 53. Given the operator representationsM(p) of a probabilistic transition system
p = (S,A,−→, s0) with A = {a, b, . . . , }, then we deﬁne for all  ∈ A:
F(p)(n,m) = ∑
t∈S
M(p)n ·M(p) · (P⊥t M(p))m · Pt .
We denote by F(p)(n,m) the direct sum
⊕
∈A F(p)(n,m) of all F(p)(n,m).
Note that we treat the ﬁnal ’s in a trace differently from the initial ones (and from the
 transition as well). We allow repeated visits in the initial phase, while in the ﬁnal phase
we again “block out” multiple visits to the terminal state. This asymmetry is due to the
fact that until the  transition has been performed we cannot terminate our path, only in
the second part of a word in ∗∗ will we terminate our attempt to ﬁnd a trace connecting
two states as soon as we reach the intended target. This is also reﬂected in the deﬁnition
of P(s, ∗∗, {t}): we can invoke the rule for the base case only once removing the initial
actions from all words in, i.e. when/a, results in a language containing the empty trace
ε. No removal of an initial  can achieve this, only once the  step has happened is this
possible.
The operatorF(p)(n,m) encodes the probabilities of reaching a state by the trace nm,
for some ﬁxed n,m ∈ N. The extension to the language ∗∗ can be achieved by the
operator
F(p) =
∞∑
n,m=0
F(p)(n,m),
which gives us the probabilities for any string in ∗∗. More precisely we have:
Proposition 54. Given the operator representationM(p) of a probabilistic transition sys-
tem p = (S,A,−→, s0) then for all  ∈ A:
P(s, ∗∗, {t}) = (F(p))st .
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The last step towards the deﬁnition of a linear operator representing the probabilistic weak
bisimulation equivalence in Deﬁnition 47 is to introduce projection operators on classes of
states. Let C ⊆ S be a set of states, then the projection on C and its negation are deﬁned by
(PC)ij =
{
1 for i = j ∧ i ∈ C,
0 otherwise, (P
⊥
C )ij =
{
1 for i = j ∧ i ∈ C,
0 otherwise.
As recalled in Section 4.2.2, an equivalence relationR has a linear representation given by a
classiﬁcation matrixKR. IfK is the classiﬁcation matrix associated to a probabilistic weak
bisimulation equivalence on a state space S, then we can use it to construct the projection
operatorsPCi andP⊥Ci for all classesCi in the partition of the state space S =
⋃
i Ci induced
by that relation.We denote byK.,i the ith column ofK, corresponding to classCi . Then PCi
can be constructed as the diagonal matrix diag(K.,i ) with the ith column ofK as diagonal,
and P⊥Ci as I− PCi = I− diag(K.,i ) with I the identity matrix.
Deﬁnition 55. Given the operator representationM(p) of a probabilistic transition system
p = (S,A,−→, s0) with A = {a, b, . . . , }, and a partition C = {Ci}i of S represented by
a classiﬁcation matrix K then we deﬁne for all  ∈ A:
F(p,K)(n,m) = ∑
Ci∈C
M(p)n ·M(p) · (P⊥CiM(p))m · PCi .
We denote by F(p,K)(n,m) the direct sum
⊕
∈A F(p,K)(n,m), and
F(p,K) =
∞∑
n,m=0
F(p,K)(n,m).
This operators “blocks” out all repeated visits to the same class in essentially the same way
as discussed in Section 5.3. We therefore have, as expected, the following result:
Proposition 56. Given the operator representations M(p) of a probabilistic transition
systems p = (S,A,−→, s0) and a partition C = {Ci}i of S represented by a classiﬁcation
matrix K then for all  ∈ A:
P(s, ∗∗, C) = (F(p,K) ·K)sC.
The following proposition gives a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for two processes
being probabilistic weak bisimilar.
Proposition 57. Given the operator representations M(p) and M(q) of two probabilistic
transition systems p = (S,A,−→, s0) and q = (S′, A,−→′, s′0) then p and q are prob-
abilistic weak bisimilar iff there exist classiﬁcation matrices Kp ∈ C(|S|, n) and Kq ∈
C(|S′|, n) for some n1 such that
K†p · F(p,Kp) ·Kp = K†q · F(q,Kq) ·Kq,
i.e. for all  ∈ A we have K†p · F(p,Kp) ·Kp = K†q · F(q,Kq) ·Kq .
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When there are no terminal  loops in a transition graph,we obviously have (P⊥CiM(p))
m·
PCi = M(p)m. Thus, in this case we can use E in place of F in order to decide whether
two processes are probabilistic weak bisimilar.
5.3.1. Approximate weak bisimulation
An approximative version of this notion allows us to capture how close two processes
are to being weakly bisimilar.
Deﬁnition 58. Given the operator representations M(p) and M(q) of two probabilistic
transition systems p = (S,A,−→, s0) and q = (S′, A,−→′, s′0), we say that p and q are
probabilistic ε-weak bisimilar, denoted by p ∼εw q, if
inf
Kp,Kq∈C
‖K†p · F(p,Kp) ·Kp −K†q · F(q,Kq) ·Kq‖ = ε,
where ‖.‖ denotes an appropriate norm.
For ε = 0 we recover the original notion of strict probabilistic weak bisimulation:
Proposition 59. For ﬁnite probabilistic transition systems, a probabilistic ε-weak bisimu-
lation for ε = 0, i.e. ∼0w, is a probabilistic weak bisimulation.
Example 60. We consider here a slightly modiﬁed version of an example taken from [63]
where the setting is amulti-threaded languagewith aMarkov chain semantics.The processes
P, Q and R are described by the transition graphs in Fig. 6. Their matrix representations are
given by
Ma(P ) =


0 0 13
1
6
0 0 23
1
3
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , M(P ) =


1
3
1
6 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , Ma(Q) =

 0 23 130 1 0
0 0 1

 ,
Fig. 6. Three generative probabilistic transition systems: P, Q and R.
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Ma(R) =


0 0 13
1
6
0 0 12
1
2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , M(R) =


0 12 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
Partitioning the states in three classes and using the classiﬁcation matrixKP and its Moore–
Penrose pseudo-inverse K†P ,
C1 = {s1, s2},
C2 = {s3},
C3 = {s4},
KP =


1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , K†P =

 12 12 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 ,
allows us to compute the transition probabilitiesP(si, ∗a∗, Cj ) and the abstracted system
Fa(P,KP ) ·KP =


0 23
1
3
0 23
1
3
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , K†P · Fa(P,KP ) ·KP =

 0 23 130 1 0
0 0 1

 .
ProcessesP andQ are thus probabilisticweak bisimilar aswe haveK†P ·Fa(P )·K =Ma(Q),
(we can use the trivial abstractionKQ = K†Q = I for the processQ). It is interesting to note
that in this example the “naive” approach based on the operator E gives the same result, i.e.
Ea(P ) ·KP = Fa(P,KP ) ·KP and thus:
K†P · Ea(P ) ·KP = K†P · Fa(P,KP ) ·KP .
This is due to the fact that in this example there are no  loops or cycles possible after a has
happened.
When we compare processes P and Rwe see that they are not weakly bisimilar. However,
we can look for abstractions which make the difference between them minimal. Coinciden-
tally, these are given by exactly the same classiﬁcation matrices as before. For KQ = KR
and KQ = I we obtain a minimal distance between Q and R which we calculate by using
the supremum norm as
‖K†R · Fa(R,KR) ·KR −Ma(Q)‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥∥

 0 1324 11240 1 0
0 0 1

−

 0 23 130 1 0
0 0 1


∥∥∥∥∥∥ =
1
4
.
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Example 61. Consider the probabilistic transition system P in Fig. 7 taken from [4]. Its
matrix representation is given byMa(P )⊕Mb(P )⊕M(P ):


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


⊕


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .5 0 .4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


⊕


0 .5 .5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .6 .4 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .5 .5 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


.
In [4] a probabilistic weak bisimulation relation on the states of p is computed which
consists of four classes. The classiﬁcation operator KP corresponding to this relation and
its Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse K†P are as follows:
C1 = {s1},
C2 = {s3},
C3 = {s2, s4, s5},
C4 = {s6, s7, s8},
KP =


1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1


, K†P =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 13 0
1
3
1
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 13
1
3
1
3

 .
Fig. 7. A generative probabilistic transition system.
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The resulting abstract system is given by
K†PFa(P )KP =


0 0 0 0.15
0 0 0 0.10
0 0 0 0.20
0 0 0 0.00

 , K†PFb(P )KP =


0 0 0.25 0.60
0 0 0.50 0.40
0 0 0.00 0.80
0 0 0.00 0.00

 ,
is obviously probabilistic weak bisimilar to P.
Note that the use of the operators Ea(P ) and Eb(P ) would give in this case an incorrect
result:
K†PEa(P )KP =


0 0 0 ∞
0 0 0 ∞
0 0 0 ∞
0 0 0 0

 , K†PEb(P )KP =


0 0 0.38 ∞
0 0 0.75 ∞
0 0 0.00 ∞
0 0 0.00 0

 .
We can now measure how much states s2 and s3 are not equivalent with respect to KP by
comparing the associated reduced abstract systems
K†s2Fa(s2,Ks2)Ks2 =


0 0 0 0.0
0 0 0 0.0
0 0 0 0.2
0 0 0 0.0

 , K†s2Fb(s2,Ks2)Ks2 =


0 0 0 0.0
0 0 0 0.0
0 0 0 0.8
0 0 0 0.0

 ,
K†s3Fa(s3,Ks3)Ks3 =


0 0 0 0.0
0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0 0.2
0 0 0 0.0

 , K†s3Fb(s3,Ks3)Ks3 =


0 0 0.0 0.0
0 0 0.5 0.4
0 0 0.0 0.8
0 0 0.0 0.0

 .
By using again the supremum norm we get
‖K†s2 · F(s2,Ks2) ·Ks2 −K†s3 · F(s3,Ks3) ·Ks3‖ = 0.9,
which gives us an upper bound to the measure ε in Deﬁnition 58.
6. Bounds for ε
It is in general not an easy task to determine the inﬁmum over all possible classiﬁca-
tion matrices in order to calculate ε. For ﬁnite processes we at least know that we have
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only ﬁnitely many classiﬁcation matrices, but their number is increasing exponentially with
the number of states. A brute force approach is therefore not computationally feasible.
The complexity for deciding if two processes are probabilistically bisimilar (i.e. the case
ε = 0) gives a lower bound for the complexity of the more general problem of determining
a possibly non-zero ε.
One of the main advantages of an approximative approach towards the various security
notions based on process equivalences is that in practical circumstances itmight be sufﬁcient
to determine an upper bound for ε. This means that instead of trying to prove the perfect
similarity of two processes, e.g. (weak) bisimilarity, our aim is to determine a bound for
their dis-similarity as this gives us a bound for the possible or expected chances of a security
breach. Such a conservative approximation is closely related to the approach taken in static
program analysis.
6.1. One dimensional abstractions
A very crude but computationally cheap way to obtain a rough estimate—or more
precisely an upper bound—for ε is to compare the one dimensional abstractions of two
processes. That is, we can consider a classiﬁcation matrix which maps all states into
one single abstract state. If process p has n states and process p has m states then Kp
is a n × 1 matrix and Kq is a m × 1 matrix, both of which contain 1’s for each en-
try. The corresponding Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverses are given by K†p an 1 × n ma-
trix containing 1/n for each entry and K†q an 1 × m matrix containing 1/m for
each entry.
Kp =


1
1
...
1

 , Kq =


1
1
...
1

 ,
K†p =
(
1
n
1
n
. . .
1
n
)
,
K†q =
(
1
m
1
m
. . .
1
m
)
.
This allows us to construct one dimensional abstractions of both processes which we can
compare in oder to obtain a “most general approximation” which we call ε'.
Deﬁnition 62. Given two probabilistic processes p and q, let Kp and Kq be their one
dimensional abstraction operators. Then we deﬁne
ε'(p, q) = ‖ K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq ‖.
As ε is deﬁned to be the inﬁmum over all possible differences between abstractions of p
and q we have that if p ∼εb q, then εε'(p, q). In other words, ε' gives us a safe upper
bound for the approximation ε.
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Fig. 8. Three generative probabilistic transition systems: P, Q and R.
Example 63. Consider the processes P, Q and R in Fig. 8 which are variations of the
example [44, Fig. 4]. These processes are represented by the following matrices:
M(P ) =


0 23 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⊕


0 0 13 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
M(Q) =


0 13
1
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


⊕


0 0 0 13 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


,
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M(R) =


0 112
1
4
1
4
1
12 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


⊕


0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


.
It is easy to see that these three processes are probabilistically bisimilar, the common
abstraction for all three being the process P. However, it is not always so easy to determine
the optimal abstractions. In this case one can determine upper bounds for ε by constructing
the one dimensional abstractions. Ifwe denote byKP ,KQ andKR the classiﬁcationmatrices
we get
K†PM(P )KP =
( 2
3
)⊕ ( 13 ),
K†QM(Q)KQ =
( 11
18
)⊕ ( 718 ),
K†RM(R)KR =
( 17
30
)⊕ ( 1330 ),
from which we can calculate (using the supremum norm) ε'(P,Q) = 118 , ε'(P,R) = 110
and ε'(Q,R) = 245 , and conclude that
P ∼εb Q with ε 118 ,
P ∼εb R with ε 110 ,
Q ∼εb R with ε 245 .
In other words, we have calculated correct over-approximations for the optimal ε; as we
know that all processes are bisimilar, ε = 0 is optimal for all three processes.
From Proposition 30 we know that the abstraction of any stochastic matrix using classi-
ﬁcation matrices gives us again a stochastic matrix. As there is only a single one dimens-
ional stochastic matrix, namely M1 = (1), one might expect that all the one dimensional
abstractions K†pM(p)Kp result in M1 and that therefore ε'(p, q) = 0 for all processes p
and q.
However, unless we have only a single action a, the linear representations M(p) of
generative processes are in general not stochastic (only the sum of their factors gives a
stochastic matrix). It thus makes sense to compare the one dimensional abstractions of
processes in order to obtain ε', as in the above example where we have:
K†PM(P )KP = K†QM(Q)KQ = K†RM(R)KR.
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6.2. On transitivity
Consider the situation in which we have three processes p, q and r, and we know that
p ∼ε1b q and q ∼ε2b r . If ε1 = ε2 = 0, then we can conclude that p ∼εb r with ε = 0 (since
probabilistic bisimulation is an equivalence relation). What can we say about the number ε
(without concretely computing it) in the general case where ε1 = 0 or ε2 = 0?
Let us ﬁrst assume that the abstractions of p and r which we use to determine the values
for ε1 and ε2 are of the same dimension.
Proposition 64. Consider the processes p, q and r such that p ∼ε1b q and q ∼ε2b r , i.e.
there exist classiﬁcation matrices Kp,Kq,Kq and Kr such that
‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq‖ = ε1 and ‖K†qM(q)Kq −K†rM(r)Kr‖ = ε2.
Assume also that the dimensions of K†qM(q)Kq and K†qM(q)Kq are the same.
Deﬁne  = ‖K†qM(q)Kq −K†qM(q)Kq‖. Then
p ∼εb r with εε1 + ε2 + .
Proof.
ε = inf
K1,K2
‖K†1M(p)K1 −K†2M(r)K2‖
 ‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†rM(r)Kr‖
= ‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq +K†qM(q)Kq)
−K†rM(r)Kr +K†qM(q)Kq −K†qM(q)Kq)‖
= ‖(K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq)+ (K†qM(q)Kq −K†rM(r)Kr )
+(K†qM(q)Kq −K†qM(q)Kq)‖
 ‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq‖ + ‖K†qM(q)Kq −K†rM(r)Kr‖
+‖K†qM(q)Kq)−K†qM(q)Kq‖
= ε1 + ε2 + . 
Note that in the case where Kq = Kq we have: εε1 + ε2, i.e. the triangular inequality
applies in this case.
Suppose now that the dimension of the abstractions of p and r and the one for q and r
which we use to determine the minimal ε1 and ε2 are different. The intuitive idea is to “ﬁll
up” the smaller one in order to obtain a similar upper bound for ε as in the previous case.
We ﬁrst state a number of properties of the direct sum of operators [12, Theorem 3.4.1].
Let A be am1× n1 matrix, B be am2× n2 matrix, C be am3× n3 matrix, D be am4× n4
matrix, then the following holds:
(i) (A⊕ B)† = A† ⊕ B†,
(ii) (A ⊕ B) + (C ⊕ D) = (A + C) ⊕ (B + D) if m1 = m3, n1 = n3, m2 = m4, and
n2 = n4,
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(iii) (A⊕ B) · (C⊕ D) = (A · C)⊕ (B · D) if n1 = m3, and n2 = m4,
(iv) ‖A⊕O‖ = ‖A‖ for any null matrix O.
Suppose that K†qM(q)Kq is an n × n matrix while K†qM(q)Kq is an m × m matrix and
n > m. In order to allow for a comparison between K†qM(q)Kq and K
†
qM(q)Kq we “ﬁll
up” the smaller onewith zero entries by constructing thematrixK†qM(q)Kq⊕On−m, where
Ok indicates the k-dimensional null matrix, that is the k × k matrix with only zero entries.
Operationally this means that we considerK†qM(q)Kq as a process which operates on the
same number of abstract states (classes) asK†qM(q)Kq but without any transitions between
the “extra” states.
Proposition 65. Suppose we have three processes p, q and r such that p ∼ε1b q and
q ∼ε2b r for some classiﬁcation matrices Kp,Kq,Kq and Kr . Assume that the dimen-
sion of K†qM(q)Kq is m and that the dimension of K†qM(q)Kq is n with n > m. Then we
have that
p ∼εb r with εε1 + ε2 + ′,
where ′ = ‖K†qM(q)Kq −K†qM(q)Kq ⊕On−m‖.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in the previous case,making use of the properties
listed above. For a k × l1 matrix A with k l1 and l2 l1 we denote by (A|Ol2−l1) a k × l2
matrix where the ﬁrst 1, . . . , l1 columns are identical with A and the columns l1 + 1, l1 +
2 . . . , l2 are ﬁlled with zeros.
ε = inf
K1,K1
‖K†1M(p)K1 −K†2M(r)K2‖
 ‖K†pM(p)Kp − (Kr |On−m)†M(r)(Kr |On−m)‖
= ‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†rM(r)Kr ⊕On−m‖
= ‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq +K†qM(q)Kq
−K†qM(q)Kq ⊕On−m +K†qM(q)Kq ⊕On−m −K†rM(r)Kr ⊕On−m‖
 ‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq‖
+‖K†qM(q)Kq −K†qM(q)Kq ⊕On−m‖
+‖K†qM(q)Kq ⊕On−m −K†rM(r)Kr ⊕On−m‖
= ε1 + ε2 + ′. 
The construction of safe bounds for ε is consistent with our overall conceptual approach
in which we aim in a quantiﬁcation of the behavioural “similarity” of processes as a means
for establishing a “conﬁdentiality level”. As we will see in the next section, the value
of ε corresponds to the distinguishability of processes via certain statistical tests. This
is proportional to the information leakage and can be interpreted as a measure which is
indirectly proportional to the minimal effort (number of tests/attacks) an attacker needs in
order to obtain some conﬁdential information (e.g. the identity of processes). A safe upper
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bound for ε thus gives us a safe lower bound for this effort, and thus a minimal guaranteed
“conﬁdentiality level”.
7. The meaning of ε
Given two processes p and q of which we know that p ∼εb q: What property of the
two processes, or their difference does ε actually describe in a security context? We will
investigate this question in the case of ε-bisimilarity and ﬁnite systems; for ε-weak bisimi-
larity and other approximate similarity notions as well as for inﬁnite systems corresponding
arguments can easily be developed along similar lines.
7.1. Process similarity and operator norm
We have already seen that ε in some way describes how (bi)similar the two processes are:
In the case that ε = 0 we know that they are indistinguishable in the sense of a bisimulation
semantics. Otherwise, we know that two “optimal” abstractions of p and q exists such that
‖K†pM(p)Kp −K†qM(q)Kq‖ = ε.
In general the norm of a matrix deﬁned as ‖A‖ = sup‖x‖=1 ‖xA‖ describes the maximal
“stretching factor” of normalised vectors. The exact numerical value depends, of course,
on the vector norm used (e.g. Euclidean or supremum norm).
The ε value which determines the similarity of p and q thus describes how much the
effect of applying K†pM(p)Kp and K†qM(q)Kq differ in the worst case. In other words, ε
is a measure for how much the abstractions of p and q differ in a single step. If p and q are
bisimilar, i.e. for ε = 0, there is a single, common abstraction of both processes p and q
and we thus obtain the same “trace of distributions”.
If we utilise the 1-norm, then the value of ε has a direct interpretation as the (positive)
unitary vectors are exactly distributions (over abstract equivalence classes).AsK†pM(q)Kp
and K†qM(q)Kq are positive matrices the norm of their difference describes exactly the
maximal difference between the (abstract) distributions we obtain in one step (executing
K†pM(p)Kp or K†qM(q)Kq ).
Restricting to the case of ﬁnite dimensional matrices, i.e. considering probabilistic transi-
tion systems with ﬁnitely many states, allows us to replace the supremum in the deﬁnition of
an operator norm by themaximum, i.e. there is always a vector (distribution) xwith ‖x‖ = 1
for which the norm difference between xK†pM(p)Kp and xK†qM(q)Kq is maximal.
Proposition 66. Given two stochastic n× n-matrices S and T then
max‖x‖1=1
‖xS− xT‖1
is obtained for an extremal vector x = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), i.e. xi = 1 for exactly one
i = 1, . . . , n, and xj = 0 for j = i.
Proof. Consider the case n = 2. The general case can be shown analogously (by induction).
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Suppose that x = (x1, x2) is the maximal vector with ‖x‖1 = 1, i.e. ‖xS − xT‖1 is
maximal. Without loss of generality assume that 1xi0. We therefore have ‖x‖1 =
|x1| + |x2| = x1 + x2 = 1. The 1-norm of x(S− T) is given by
‖x(S− T)‖1
= ‖((S11 − T11)x1 + (S12 − T12)x2, (S21 − T21)x1 + (S22 − T22)x2)‖1
= |(S11 − T11)x1| + |(S12 − T12)x2| + |(S21 − T21)x1| + |(S22 − T22)x2|
= |S11 − T11|x1 + |S12 − T12|x2 + |S21 − T21|x1 + |S22 − T22|x2
= (|S11 − T11| + |S21 − T21|)x1 + (|S12 − T12| + |S22 − T22|)x2.
We know that S and T are stochastic matrices, i.e. all 1Sij0 and 1Tij0, as well
as S11 + S12 = 1, etc. We therefore know that for all absolute values in this expression we
have: 0 |S11−T11|1, etc. We also know that in each row of S−T one entry is positive
and that the other is negative, and that the sum of the entries in the ﬁrst row is the negative
of the entries in the second row. There are now the following possible cases:
(i) S = T in which case we get ‖S− T‖1 = 0 and thus any vector, in particular extremal
ones, are maximal.
(ii) One row of S− T is zero, e.g. the ﬁrst one. Then either |S21 − T21| > |S22 − T22| or
vice versa. In the ﬁrst case, any increase of x1 (up to the maximal value x1 = 1 results
in a larger 1-norm of ‖x(S−T)‖1, i.e. the maximum is achieved for an extremal vector.
(iii) None of the absolute values in the above expression vanishes. If we increase ei-
ther x1 or x2 the above expression increases too, except when |S11 − T11| + |S21 −
T21| = |S12 − T12| + |S22 − T22| which can never happen (except in the two cases
above). 
This means that it is sufﬁcient to check how much xK†pM(p)Kp and xK†qM(q)Kq differ
by looking at all the extremal (basis) vectors ei .
7.2. A statistical interpretation
Our basic approach towards conﬁdentiality and non-interference is based on the concept
of identity conﬁnement [51].According to this notion, the problem for an attacker or spy is to
distinguish between several processes; the “secret” which should be protected in this setting
is therefore the “identity” of the processes running. It is easy to translate the traditional notion
of conﬁdentiality (where the value of some “high level variable” constitutes the relevant
“secret”) into this essentially behavioural framework and vice versa.
Given now the role of ε for distinguishing two processes p and q—namely as single-step
divergence factor—the question arise how one can make use of this information in order to
describe how vulnerable some processes are against an attack. To simplify the arguments
we only consider the problem of two processes p and q with p ∼εb q.
Using standard statistical methods we can analyse the question of how many tests are
needed to distinguish two processes which are ε-bisimilar with a certain conﬁdence . The
framework of so-called hypothesis testing (see e.g. [62]) provides a simple way to estimate
these parameters  and n.
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7.2.1. Identiﬁcation by testing
Let us consider the situation where we have two processes p and q which we assume to
be ε-bisimilar, for some ε0. In order to simplify the situation, we assume that there is
only a single label a. We can identify some abstract state s, i.e. equivalence class of states
[s] and a point distribution (extremal vector) xs representing s such that:
max‖x‖1=1
‖xK†pM(p)Kp − xK†qM(q)Kq‖1 = ‖xsK†pM(p)Kp − xsK†qM(q)Kq‖1.
Following the standard interpretation of probabilities as “long-run” relative frequencies
[35], we can expect that the number of times a certain class of states [t] is reached (via
a transition labelled by a) from s is given exactly by the corresponding coordinates in
xsK†pM(p)Kp and xsK†qM(q)Kq . This means that if we execute p or q “inﬁnitely” often
we can determine ps,t = (xsK†pM(p)Kp)t and qs,t = (xsK†qM(q)Kq)t as the limit of the
frequencies with which we obtain a successor state in [t].
In fact, for any unknown process x we can attempt do determine xs,t experimentally by
executing x over and over again in state s. Assuming that x is actually the same as either p or
q we know that the xs,t we obtain must be either ps,t or qs,t . We thus can easily determine
this way if x = p or q, i.e. reveal the identity of x (if ε = 0), simply by testing x in state s.
The above described experimental setup is unfortunately only of theoretical value; we
have noway to repeat this experiment—as required—inﬁnitely often. For practical purposes
we need a way to distinguish p and q by ﬁnite executions of p and q. If we execute p and
q only a ﬁnite number of—say n—times, we can observe a certain experimental frequency
pns,t and qns,t . Each time we repeat a ﬁnite sequence of n tests we may get different values
for pns,t and qns,t (only the inﬁnite experiments will eventually converge to the same constant
values ps,t and qs,t ).
Analogously, we can determine the frequency xns,t for an unknown process x by testing,
i.e. by looking at n executions of x. We can then try to compare xns,t with pns,t and qns,t or
with ps,t and qs,t in order to ﬁnd out if x = p or x = q. Unfortunately, there is neither a
single value for either xns,t , pns,t or qns,t (each experiment may give us different values) nor
can we test if xns,t = pns,t or xns,t = qns,t nor if xns,t = ps,t or xns,t = qs,t .
For ﬁnite experiments we can only make a guess about the true identity of x, but never
deﬁnitely reveal its identity. The conﬁdencewe can have in our guess or hypothesis about the
identity of an unknown agent x—i.e. the probability that we make a correct guess—depends
obviously on two factors: The number of tests n and the difference ε = ‖xsK†pM(p)Kp −
xsK†qM(q)Kq‖1.
7.2.2. Hypothesis testing
The problem we are faced with is to determine experimentally if an unknown process x
is one of two known processes p and q. The only way we can obtain information about x is
by executing it in state s. In this way we can get an experimental estimate for the xs,t . We
then can compare this estimate with ps,t and qs,t .
In other words, based on the outcome of some ﬁnite experiments (involving an unknown
process x) we formulate a hypothesis H about the identity of x, namely either that “x is p”
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or that “x is q”. Our hypothesis about the identity of x will be formulated according to a
simple rule: depending if the experimental estimate for xs,t is closer to ps,t or to qs,t we
will identify x with p or q, respectively.
More precisely, the method to formulate the hypothesis H about the identity of the un-
known process x consists of the two following steps:
1. We execute x in s exactly n times in order to obtain an experimental approximation, i.e.
an average, xns,t .
2. Depending if xns,t is closer to the observables ps,t or qs,t we formulate the hypothesis
H :


x = p if ‖(xns,t )t − (ps,t )t‖‖(xns,t )t − (qs,t )t‖ or
if ‖(xns,t )t − xsK†pM(p)Kp‖‖(xns,t )t − xsK†qM(q)Kq‖,
x = q otherwise.
The question is nowwhether the guess expressed by the hypothesis H about the true identity
of the black box x, which we formulate according to the above procedure, is correct; or
more precisely: What is the probability that the hypothesis H holds? To do this we have to
distinguish two cases or scenarios:
x is actually p: what is the probability (in this case) thatwe formulate the correct hypothesis
H =“x is p” and what is the probability that we formulate the incorrect hypothesis
H =“x is q”?
x is actually q: what is the probability (in this case) thatwe formulate the correct hypothesis
H = “x is q” and what is the probability that we formulate the incorrect hypothesis
H =“x is p”?
Clearly, in each case the probability to formulate a correct hypothesis and the probability
to formulate an incorrect hypothesis add up to one. Furthermore, it is obvious that both
scenarios “x is actually p” and “x is actually q” are symmetric (just exchange the “names”
of the processes p and q).Wewill therefore investigate only one particular problem: Suppose
that x is actually process p, what is the probability that—according to the above procedure—
we formulate the—in this case—correct hypothesis H =“x is p”.
In the following we use the notation xs,t and xns,t to denote the probability assigned to t
in the distribution representing the transitions from s according to the theoretical behaviour
of x and in the experimental average, respectively. Furthermore, we look at a simpliﬁed
situation where we are considering only a single state t. Let us assume without loss of
generality that ps,t < qs,t as in the diagram below:
If the experimental value xns,t = pns,t we obtained in our test is anywhere to the left of
ps,t + ε/2 then the hypothesis H we formulate (based on pns,t ) will be the correct one: “x
is p”; if the experimental value is to the right of ps,t + ε/2 we will formulate the incorrect
hypothesis: “x is q”.
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Under the assumption that “x is actually p” the probability P(H) that we will formulate
the correct hypothesis “x is p” is therefore:
P
(
pns,t < ps,t +
ε
2
)
= 1− P
(
ps,t + ε2 < p
n
s,t
)
.
To estimate P(H) we have just to estimate the probability P(pns,t < ps,t + ε/2), i.e. that the
experimental value pns,t will be left of ps,t + ε/2.
7.2.3. Conﬁdence estimation
The conﬁdence we can have in the hypothesis H we formulate is true can be determined
by various statistical methods. These methods allow us to estimate the probability that an
experimental average Xn—in our case pns,t—is within a certain distance from the corre-
sponding expectation value E(X)—here ps,t—i.e. the probability P (|Xn − E(X)|ε) for
some ε0. These statistical methods are essentially all based on the central limit theorem,
e.g. [8,35,62].
The type of tests we consider here to formulate a hypothesis about the identity of the
unknown agent X are described in statistical terms by so called Bernoulli Trials which are
parametric with respect to two probabilities p and q = 1 − p. The central limit theorem
for this type of tests [35, Theorem 9.2] gives us an estimate for the probability that the
experimental value Sn = n · Xn after n repetitions of the test will be in a certain interval
[a, b]:
lim
n→∞P(aSnb) =
1√
2
∫ b∗
a∗
exp
(−x2
2
)
dx
where a∗ = a − np/√npq and b∗ = b − np/√npq.
Unfortunately, the integral of the so called standard normal density on the right hand
side of the above expression is not easy to obtain. In practical situations one has to resort
to numerical methods or statistical tables, but it allows us—at least in principle—to say
something about P(H).
Identifying Sn with n ·pns,t we can utilise the above expression to estimate the probability
P(ps,t + ε/2pns,t ) which determines P(H). In order to do this we have to take: a =
ps,t + ε2 , b = ∞, p = ps,t and q = 1 − ps,t . This allows us—in principle—to compute
the probability:
lim
n→∞P
(
ps,t + ε2p
n
s,t∞
)
.
Approximating—as it is common in statistics—P(ps,t + ε/2pns,t ) by lim P(ps,t + ε/2
pns,t ) we get
P(H) = 1− P
(
ps,t + ε2p
n
s,t
)
≈ 1− lim
n→∞P
(
ps,t + ε2p
n
s,t
)
= 1−
∫ ∞
a0
exp
(−x2
2
)
dx
with a0 = nε/2 1/√npq = ε√n/2√pq = ε√n/2
√
ps,t (1− ps,t ).
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We see that the only way to increase the probability P(H), i.e. the conﬁdence that we
formulate the right hypothesis about the identity of x, is by minimising the integral. In order
to do this we have to increase the lower bound a0 of the integral. This can be achieved—as
one would expect—by increasing the number n of experiments.
We can also see that for a smaller εwe have to performmore tests n to reach the same level
of conﬁdence, P(H): The smaller the n the harder it is to distinguish p and q experimentally.
Note that for ε = 0, the probability of correctly guessing which of the agents p and q is in
the black box is 12 , which is the best blind guess we can make anyway. In other words, for
ε = 0 we cannot distinguish between p and q.
8. Conclusion and related work
Wehave investigated probabilistic transition systems (PTS) in a quantitative setting based
on linear spaces and linear operators. We have argued that Hilbert spaces are suitable do-
mains for representing countable inﬁnite state spaces, and we have deﬁned a linear operator
semantics for probabilistic processes which encode their operational meaning via bounded
linear operators on the Hilbert space of the set of processes.
Based on the framework of probabilistic abstract interpretation, previously introduced
in [56,57] in a ﬁnite dimensional setting and then extended in [54] to the inﬁnite case,
we also presented a formulation of various (probabilistic) process equivalences in terms of
linear operators. This formulation has a very strong resemblance to notions of similarity in
mathematical control theory, e.g. [64, Deﬁnition 4.1.1]. The relation between abstract inter-
pretation and (bi)simulation has been recognised before in the classical Galois Connection
based framework [19,60], but this appears to be the ﬁrst investigation of such a relation in
a probabilistic setting.
More precisely, we have shown how to represent process equivalences via special linear
operators corresponding to some probabilistic abstract interpretation of the PTS semantics.
For example, the abstraction resulting in the probabilistic bisimulation of Larsen and Skou
is a linear operator satisfying Kemeny and Snell’s lumpability condition for Markov chains,
while the probabilistic weak bisimulation of Baier and Hermanns can be obtained by an
essentially similar technique extended so as to take into account possible looping on -
transitions.
This formulation made it possible to weaken strict process equivalences to approximate
ones which identify two processes up to a quantity ε. This quantity is deﬁned via the norm
of an appropriate operator representing the behavioural difference of the two processes
according to the given semantics. This norm deﬁnes a distance on the set of processes.
Other approaches to the deﬁnition of such a distance have been proposed in the literature,
starting from the work by Giacalone et al. who ﬁrst suggested the use of a metric to weaken
the notion of probabilistic bisimulation. In fact, as far as we are aware, all the approaches
which have been proposed since then rely on constructions involving metric spaces.Among
them we mention the metrics for probabilistic processes introduced in [66], although it is
mainly inspired by semantical considerations and is not meant for approximation purposes.
The approach in [10,11] is more similar in its motivation to our work; their technique uses
coalgebraic constructions on the category of metric spaces and non-expansive maps and is
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applied to probabilistic bisimulation only.The pseudometric deﬁned in [22] is alsomotivated
by a weakening of the notion of bisimulation and is based on the logical characterisation of
bisimulation for labelled Markov processes in [21]. More recently, this pseudometric has
been extended to consider internal non-determinism and weak bisimulation in [23].
Although the use of different mathematical structures makes it difﬁcult a direct com-
parison with these works, the measure for the distance resulting in our approach seems to
be substantially the same: it is zero exactly when processes are (weak) bisimilar. A more
important difference is in the methodology used to deﬁne process equivalences. In our ap-
proach these result in probabilistic abstract interpretations of the underlying Markov chain:
two processes are equivalent if there exists a probabilistic abstraction of both. Moreover, as
shown in [55], we are able to give a meaning to the quantity measuring the distance between
two processes in terms of the number of tests an external observer needs to perform in order
to distinguish them. This statistical interpretation comes from a straightforward application
of standard methods in mathematical statistics. This interpretation also makes our approach
closer to the extensional trend in traditional testing theory [37,48], where systems can be
distinguished on the base of their interaction with external observers (i.e. tests).
We argued that our notions of approximate similarity have a natural application in security
where they can be fruitfully employed for the deﬁnition of non-interference based properties.
We have shown this use via the notion of approximate conﬁnement, which was previously
investigated in [52] in a programming language setting. The quantity ε which deﬁnes the
approximation represents a quantitative measure of the conﬁnement of a system which
from a practical viewpoint offers a more meaningful parameter for evaluating the security
of a system. Aldini et al.[1] have adopted a similar approach to study probabilistic non-
interference in a CSP-like calculus modelled via a generative-reactive transition system. In
their work a notion of probabilistic weak bisimulation with ε-precision is introduced, which
allows to identify processes with a small difference in their probabilistic behaviour. This
difference is deﬁned in terms of the probabilities on the transitions on each action.As shown
in [2], computing this difference corresponds in our approach to taking the supremum norm
of a vector encoding the difference between the transition probabilities of two processes for
each action.
The statistical interpretation of the number εmentioned above corresponds in the security
context to the number of tests needed to a spy to disclose hidden information. In a previous
paper [55] we used very similar arguments for the approximation of probabilistic input–
output observables. The difference to the current setting is in the nature of tests we allow
for. In [55] we were observing the ﬁnal results in a certain computational context (i.e. a
spy); in the current setting we test in each computational step the chances of reaching a
certain (equivalence) class of states, depending on the initial state. Other options can be
investigated in order to quantify the difference between two processes on the basis of some
(observable) probability distributions—be it the ﬁnal results as in [55] or the single-step
distributions as in the current setting—are to consider their mutual information [3] or their
Kullback–Leiber information divergence [67].
We expect that our linear operator approach towards process equivalences may lead
also to efﬁcient implementations. A brute force approach (e.g. checking for all possible
classiﬁcation matrices) is prohibitively expensive. Given that the matrix representations
of PTS’s are typically very sparse, it seems nevertheless possible to combine efﬁcient
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numerical algorithms—in particular in the area of linear optimisation—and graph based
algorithms in order to develop fast algorithms for checking, for example, if two processes
are weakly bisimilar. A similar hybrid approach appears to have been successfully applied
to probabilistic model checking [42].
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